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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting
Indiana State Bar Association
Held At
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
July 10th and 11th, 1930'
THURSDAY MORNING,
July 10th, 1930
The thirty-fourth annual convention of the Indiana State Bar
Association convened at ten o'clock in Commerce Hall, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana, President James M. Ogden
presiding.
The invocation was rendered by Dr. William Henry McLean,
pastor of the first M. E. church of Bloomington, Indiana, after
which addresses of welcome were made by Joseph H. Campbell,
Mayor of Bloomington; Oscar Cravens, President of the Cham-
ber of Commerce; William Lowe Bryan, President of Indiana
University and John F. Regester, President of the Bloomington
Bar Association. A fitting response was made by Eli F. Seebirt
of South Bend.
Committee reports were made as follows: William A. Pickens
for the committee on legislation; Judge Alonzo L. Nichols for
the grievance committee; and W. W. Miller for the membership
committee. Mr. Joel Baker, Secretary-Treasurer of the Associa-
tion read the following prepared report:
1 Due to a policy of scrupulous economy adopted by the Board of Man-
agers of the Indiana State Bar Association it has been determined that
the size of the Indiana Law Journal must be kept within the sixty-four
pages for each issue originally decided upon. Accordingly the editor has
received instructions to condense the contents of this issue and all suc-
ceeding issues within that limit. A sincere effort has been made to incor-
porate into this condensed report of the proceedings the substance of every
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TREASURER'S REPORT: Mr. President, and Members of the In-
diana State Bar Association: I beg leave to submit the following
report as Treasurer:
The Treasurer stands charged on hand in bank as shown by last
annual report -.--------------------------------------- $ 795.31
During the year I have received the following amounts:
Dues ----------------------------------------- $5,005.00
Membership fees from applications ------------------ 440.00
Interest on checking account ------------------------ 13.70
Advertising------------- 396.00
Subscriptions to Indiana Law Journal --------------- 31.57
$5,886.27
Total with which Treasurer is chargeable ------------ $6,681.58
As Treasurer, I have expended the following amounts:
For printing and stationery ----------------------- $1,636.50
For multigraphing and addressing ------------------- 325.62
For special committees and president's expenses ----- 462.16
For annual meeting expenses 1929 and mid-winter
meeting 1930 ----------------------------------- 507.00
For salary of Secretary-Treasurer and Stenographer .. 960.00
For salary of editor of Law Journal and stenographer 1,220.00
Telephone and postage ---------------------------- 254.91
For bond of secretary-treasurer --------------------- 17.50
$5,383.69
Leaving a balance on hand with which your treasurer is charge-
able ------------------------------------------------- $1,297.89
After the foregoing report had been read, Mr. W. W. Miller,
Vice-President, took the chair while President Ogden presented
his prepared paper:
important action taken by the Association. Some of the addresses deliv-
ered at the meeting are published in their entirety in this issue, others will
appear in subsequent issues. It is a source of regret that every transac-
tion of the meeting could not be reported verbatim. It is believed however
that no item of important business has been neglected. In the event of
such an omission the editor will be grateful if his attention is called to it
at once in order that proper acknowledgment may be made in the succeed-
ing issues of the Journal.
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ATTITUDE OF THE INDIANA BAR TOWARDS
THE CRIME SITUATION
INTRODUCTION
This address is delivered to you in obedience to the order of
the by-laws of the Indiana State Bar Association, which pre-
scribe that the president shall at each annual meeting deliver an
address.
It shall be my purpose to speak to you at this time on the
"Attitude of the Indiana Bar Towards the Crime Situation." The
wife of Professor Royce of Harvard in describing her husband's
speeches said that they consist of four parts, as follows: First,
he states what he expects to say, second, he says it, third, he says
he has said it and fourth, he says he has said what he said he
would say. In what I shall say I want to follow at least the first
two of these parts.
It shall be the purpose of the speaker to show the prevalence
of crime generally, then in Indiana, then to follow this by show-
ing from their own statements that the press, the church, the
school and the home are not coping with the crime situation;
that the bar as the leader in the past has met every emergency
but today by its own admissions and the declarations of others
it is not performing its duty; that it should meet its old time
obligations as the responsibility rests upon the bar to take a de-
termined stand against crime and to assume the leadership for
law and order.
PREVALENCE AND COST OF CRIME--GENERALLY
In the United States today there is a prevalence of crime, far
surpassing the records of other countries similarly situated. We
stand at the foot of the ladder in preventing serious crimes and
in bringing the guilty to justice. Open the daily newspaper any
day of the week, and we find that there is a vast floating com-
munity in active rebellion against God and Man.
A long list might be enumerated of the things which are either
the primary or contributing causes of crime or the effects of
crime. Among these are the following:
The automobile, the revolver, booze and dope; the criminal
alien, the corrupt official, and indifferent citizenship and lax law
enforcement; a lazy court, the fee system, the incompetent prose-
cuting attorney, politics in the judiciary, political police, bail
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bond nuisance, bogus bail, misuse of pardon and parole; lure of
easy money, easy divorce, disintegration of the home, idleness,
salacious literature, exploitation of crime by the press and the
uncensored movie.
Life and property are becoming insecure; banks are robbed,
filling stations are held up, pay rolls are stolen; murders occur;
racketeers are preying upon the public and criminal gangs are
operating both in our cities and in the country. It is stated, that
in the twenty years ending 1926, there were 170,000 homicides
in the United States. We are told that, of the slayers responsible,
only 1,500 were executed. It is presumed that 50,500 died a
natural death. If so, there remained 118,000 persons living who
had taken human life, and of these only 18,000 were in prison.
If this calculation be accepted, there are at this moment, at least
100,000 persons, mixing in society, who are responsible for kill-
ing a neighbor, and it is stated that the number of homicides
now exceeds 10,000 per annum. Such a figure, if it be verified,
suggests a ratio for murder that, for a million of population, is
twelve times as great as corresponding figures for Great Britain
or Germany.
It is estimated that our prison population exceeds 100,000 and
that, in a year, three times that number pass into and out of
these institutions. To maintain so vast a body of offenders in
what must be no more than a semi-productive idleness, to pro-
vide police, judges, courts of law, and all the other paraphernalia
of the penal system, to insure property against depredation, to
make good the losses where crime is successful, all involves the
country in a colossal expenditure, said to be at about thirteen
billions a year or more than one hundred dollars per head of pop-
ulation; or in other words about the total of the war debts. Thus
it is clear that to defend society against the citizen, is, literally
a more serious task than to defend the citizen against a foreign
foe.
We spend more money on crime than on education. It costs the
nation $6,000 per criminal to build a prison. A whole family
could be housed for less. The plan of building cities on chess-
boards, saves us the trouble of thinking but it may not be the
last word in wisdom. As has been said, "people are so intent
on life as a success that they have no time for life as a failure;
higher and higher, men build the sky-scraper, but at its base,
there lurk the bandit and the burglar with the pistol and the
automobile and all the cunning of a predatory impulse."
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A distinguished member of our profession, the Honorable
Wade H. Ellis, has made a statement as to the crime situation
in which he says:
"The American people are confronted by a national peril which
is growing graver every hour, and if public opinion is not so
effectively aroused as to procure some prompt and heroic rem-
edy the day will come when the regularly constituted machinery
for the maintenance of law and order will break down alto-
gether, and the safety of life and property will depend upon vol-
untary defenders.
"This may seem an alarming statement. It is intended to
alarm. But no one who knows the facts about criminal condi-
tions in the United States will say that the statement is exag-
gerated. What is meant is simply that there is a rapidly growing
army of vicious and violent criminals in nearly every section of
the country who are becoming more and more bold in the scorn
of all restraint, and if the increase in crime during the next ten
years shall progress in the same ratio as the last ten years have
witnessed, and if the forces of repression, protection and punish-
ment are not strengthened and improved, the outlaws will have
the upper hand, and the case of Order against Disorder will be
lost. Our sole hope to restore America to her former position
of a law-abiding country is in the awakening of the public
opinion to the actual and terrifying facts."
The general spirit of indifference to the law, coupled with a
magnified activity of the criminal element should startle us. The
probability that this enormous amount of crime is continuously
on the increase and the fact that we compare unfavorably with
other countries should make us pause. The eyes of the world
are today watching the United States. Her failure to enforce
her own laws is damaging in her influence.
NOT DIscuss EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT.
It shall not be the purpose of the speaker to discuss the Eigh-
teenth Amendment as such. According to some people the
Amendment has weakened the law; while others hold that it has
been a reinforcement of the influences which make for order.
But all are agreed that, whether the United States were wet or
dry she would still be confronted by an exceptional percentage
of crime.
As proof of this your attention is directed to two trustworthy
statements, one by President Hoover and the other from Marcus
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Kavanagh's treatises on "The Criminal and His Allies." The
statement is further reinforced by the latest statistics from
Indiana.
Less than two weeks ago President Hoover stated that seventy
per cent of the prisoners placed in the federal prisons in the
last two years were placed there for other crimes than those
arising out of prohibition. He said: "Nothing indicates the situ-
ation better than the fact that in the last two years there was an
increase of persons in federal prisons for serious offenses from
8,400 to over 13,000, whereas in the previous two years the in-
crease was from 7,100 to 8,400-in other words, an increase of
1,300 in the first period and an increase of 5,600 in the last
period. Seventy per cent of these prisoners are for other crimes
than those arising out of prohibition. Our state prisons show
about the same story."
In the introduction to Marcus Kavanagh's treatise on "The
Criminal and his Allies," it is stated:
"Nor will it do to charge the present orgy of crime in this
country to any specific antecedent. As for the World War, there
were about as many people murdered in the United States while
the conflict was going on in Europe as there were American
soldiers lost on the battle fields. As for prohibition, the steady
increase in major crimes which have clogged the dockets of the
courts, has kept a pace quite unrelated to the comparatively
minor offenses against the Eighteenth Amendment. The plain
truth is that we are witnessing a constant, persistent and appar-
ently permanent growth in those forms of brutal and violent
lawlessness which have always been recognized, in English-
speaking countries at least, as dangerous to the public, and which
all men agree the State must put down if the State is to live."
Statistics from our state legislative bureau show that convic-
tions for felonies under the prohibition laws form but 10.4 per
cent of all convictions in Indiana for the year 1929. For these
reasons we shall not discuss the Eighteenth Amendment as such.
SOME STATISTICS ON CRIME IN INDIANA
Your attention is directed briefly to some facts prepared for
me by Wendell Adamson, statistician of the state legislative
bureau under the direction of Dr. Charles Kettleborough, bureau
director. These facts and figures cover the period of the last
twenty years, that is, from the year 1909 to 1930.
During these two decades, crime in Indiana has shown a 76
per cent increase. Population over the same period has gained
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less than 20 per cent, slightly more than one-fourth the gain in
crime. The five industrial counties of Marion, Lake, Allen, St.
Joseph and Vanderburg were charged with 90.8 per cent -of the
increase in crime from 1909 to 1929, according to Mr. Adamson.
Fifty-eight and three tenths per cent of the total increase for
the state was found in Marion county. The other four large
counties shared in it as follows: Lake County, 25.7 per cent; St.
Joseph County, 3.6 per cent; Allen County, .8 per cent, and Van-
derburg County, 2.4 per cent.
Stated in terms of the volume of crime for 1929, 32 per cent
of the total population of the state, residing in these five coun-
ties, were charged with over 61 per cent of all offenses for the
state, and over 68 per cent of all basic offenses (excluding liquor
and motor vehicle law violations.) Thirteen and one-half per
cent of the state's population, residing in Marion County, com-
mitted 37 per cent of all crimes committed in the state and 47
per cent of the basic offenses. Lake County was declared to lead
the state in the number of homicides and also in the rate of in-
crease in this crime. Lake is first with 49 homicides and Marion
is second with 29.
Not only has the total volume of crime increased, but the more
serious offenses, or felonies, have increased at a more rapid rate.
The increase in this respect since 1909 has been 162.2 per cent,
misdemeanors increased 71.7 per cent and all crime increased
75.9 per cent. The last decade has witnessed a more spectacular
increase than that from 1909 to 1919. Felonies increased 35.9
per cent from 1909 to 1919 as compared with 93 per cent from
1919 to 1929. Robberies have increased over the twenty-year
period by 551 per cent; burglaries, 360 per cent; forgeries, 222
per cent; rape, 122 per cent; assault and battery with intent, 43
per cent, and homicides, 176 per cent.
Reports from 637 courts in the state for the year 1929 show
that out of every hundred defendants brought into court there
were:
23 dismissals
13 acquittals
12 sentences suspended
40 fined only
8 sentenced to penal institutions
4 sentenced to jail
100
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Thus only twelve received any punishment and the chances are
that more than half of the twelve appealed their cases and are
out on bond.
Justice of peace courts reported the highest percentage of con-
victions-84.3 per cent. The circuit, superior and criminal courts
had the lowest record for convictions, with only 60 per cent of
all cases handled resulting in verdicts of guilty and with sen-
tences suspended on 27 per cent of those. These facts and figures
show that Indiana also has a startling crime situation.
Judge Baltzell of our Federal Court a few days ago made a
striking statement at Terre Haute when nearly two score de-
fendants were convicted in a conspiracy case. He said:
"Since hearing this evidence, I have a picture which will live
with me as long as I live; men being taken for a ride, highway
robbery, death by machine guns, stills operating almost openly
under promises of protection, running gun battles and death con-
ditions which I did not believe possible in the state of Indiana."
It must be clear to all without further statements that the
crime situation throughout the country and also in Indiana is
appalling. What are the forces which should be remedying the
situation accomplishing? What of the newspaper, the church,
the school and the home? Representatives from each of these
tell us privately and publicly that none of these forces are doing
their part to furnish relief.
BAR NOT PERFORMING DUTY
All are agreed that the lawyer is not performing his duty in
the crime situation. Some one has said that lawyers as a class
are the worst abused and the most trusted class of men in ex-
istence, to which might be added that they are their own worst
enemies for not meeting with the spirit of the times. A leading
New York lawyer recently said: "Lawyers are not making the
contributions they should make to the solution of the problems
of the day and the public is widely suspicious of the legal pro-
fession, and with considerable justice."
A noted Boston attorney addressing the Vermont Bar Asso-
ciation last year said: "I have thought at times, and indeed I
still think, that the world in its progress has been leaving both
the law and the lawyers rather far behind. It is right, therefore,
that we should feel concern regarding our profession, and it is
clear that we ought to take steps to bring ourselves into stride
with the progress that is going on all around us; that we should
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do something to restore our courts to the enjoyment of popular
confidence."
A Justice of the Supreme Court of Minnesota has said in effect
that on the ethical side no profession and possibly no business,
is put on a lower- plane in the lay mind than that of the law.
That there is today a tremendous volume of censure to which the
American legal system is now subjected. Lawyers must strive
to improve the service they are rendering, both in quality and
quantity. Then he says:
"The monopoly enjoyed by the legal profession exists only to
serve the people and justifies its existence only as it does so. And
here is the point. The people of the United States have a way of
finding out when an institution, set up and supported by them
for their own service, ceases to function properly. They are
patient and slow to anger. But, when aroused, they frequently
take the matter of reform into their own hands, and then some
times they overdo the reforming and produce evils as great, if
not greater, than those they seek to remedy."
A critic in a current law review says: "Lacking solidarity and
self-consciousness, it is not surprising that the bar of today has
no opinions, and displays a decreasing capacity for leadership."
A well-known lawyer says: "The bar no longer dominates the
public opinion of the United States. In many of our legislative
bodies, regardless of membership statistics, the lawyer as such
has lost his mastery."
Addressing the American Law Institute on May 8, 1930, the
Honorable George W. Wickersham said: "Much of the blame for
the unsatisfactory condition of our law and judicial procedure
justly is visited upon the bar."
A few days ago, one of our Indianapolis papers commenting
on a local case stated: "This case is another of the reasons why
public respect for courts and lawyers has diminished to the point
where the bar may well consider the necessity of a general house-
cleaning."
It is true as frequently stated that the bar has not kept pace
with civilization in making changes to meet changing conditions.
The fundamental principles of justice are always the same, but
as wrong assumes new and varied forms, so must these prin-
ciples be adapted to meet the new and changing conditions. The
responsibility has rested upon the lawyer to see that changes
along this line are made. Herein the profession has lamentably
failed. In the handling of crime our profession is looked to to
furnish the method for the discovery, arrest and conviction of
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the criminal. If this were properly taken care of there would
be little else to do. So let us undertake the job and manage it
ourselves, for it would be disastrous to leave the job in the hands
of those who are certain to be not only unskilled but also very
apt to be unfriendly.
REMEDIES-DIVORCEMENT FROM POLITICS
The members of the bench and bar can remedy the handicap
brought about in the administration of justice through politics.
In this matter I desire to quote from an article by Professor
Raymond Moley of the Department of Law, Columbia Univer-
sity. He said: "The startling crime rate in the United States
is probably due to defects in the administration of justice. And
wherein the administration of justice fails to work smoothly, it
fails because it is compelled to operate under the handicap of
politics. From arrest to conviction, from sentence to release,
political influences are present, and wherever they are present
they are pernicious."
REMEDIES-REORGANIZED STATE POLICE
We have heretofore noted that one of the most active causes
of crime today is that we do not capture the criminal after the
crime has been committed. We have seen that out of 14,000
major crimes committed over a certain period at a certain place
the criminal profession would seem to be comfortably secure.
This causes the crime to increase and flourish for the criminal
rests in the satisfaction that his chances of capture and convic-
tion are very remote.
One of the most effective means of coping with this condition
is an efficient state police. Such police organizations as the Penn-
sylvania State police, the New York State troopers and the Texas
rangers are effective. They are so organized that it is an honor
to be a member; they attract the young men, who receive inten-
sive training andinstruction. Under such a system the police
profession is an honorable one. But to make it such the salaries
of the police must be -raised and pensions and insurance must be
provided for them and their families. The applicants for admis-
sion to such a force should be compelled to meet severe tests
physically, mentally and morally, before being admitted to mod-
ern and thorough scho6ls of instruction.
Scotland Yard in England, and Surette in France, and the
Canadian Mounted Police in the last named country are govern-
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mentally maintained organizations of experts that know how to
gather evidence, catch the criminal and procure his conviction.
The latest report available pertains to the Pennsylvania Sfate
police. On the sixteenth of last month (June 16, 1930) Major
Lynn G. Adams, superintendent of that force issued the follow-
ing statement: "The adequate policing of any community is one
of the best deterrents to criminal deeds. The assertion is based
on a study just completed in headquarters here of carefully com-
piled reports from Fayette County, where a force of 30 State
policemen was kept on continuous duty for three months.
"During October, November and December of last year the
State policemen patroled the roads and maintained guards at
strategic road intersections. The policemen made it a point to
make their appearance at unexpected times and places. Between
midnight and daylight a close check was made upon all travelers.
"During the period the court records of Fayette County show
a decrease of crimes of violence against the person amounting to
50 per cent, when compared with the preceding three months-
July, August, and September. Crimes against property were
reduced slightly less than 50 per cent.
"This experiment raises the interesting economic question as
to whether it would not be better government to employ more
trained policemen and spend less for building larger jails and
penitentiaries in which to house an ever-increasing idle criminal
population."
REMEDIES-SELECTION OF CAPABLE OFFICERS
The Chief Justice of the United States, Charles Evans Hughes
on May 26, last writing to his home Bar Association declared:
"Even when purged, as it should be, of its delinquents, the bar
is only at the threshold of its opportunity to devote its technical
knowledge to the effort to adjust the mechanism of justice to the
demands of a complex society to which old methods in many re-
spects are ill-suited. While improvement in this direction is
necessarily slow, bar associations may immediately perform a
great service in strongly insisting on the selection of capable
prosecutors, magistrates and judges. With all the defects of our
machinery, competent men can even now secure many of the
benefits of speedy, impartial and capable administration which
the community demands."
Much of the present weakness in administration is caused by
poorly trained and poorly chosen officers and the lack of admin-
istrative supervision and leadership.
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REMEDIES-ADOPTION OF MORAL CRIMINAL CODE
We can study and urge the adoption of the model criminal
code of the American Law Institute, the first and most construc-
tive effort of the kind ever undertaken by the American bar. It
represents a step toward criminal reform that was said to rank
with the extensive reform of the criminal code in England, pro-
mulgated in 1907. The combined efforts of experts in criminal
law in this country went to the preparation of the code, which is
intended to serve as a model for the Legislature in each state,
several of which have already adopted certain sections in whole
or in part.
This code is the result of long patient research, examination,
formulation, criticism, reconsideration and redrafting, extending
over a period of about seven years. On May 8, 1930, the Presi-
dent of the organization said: "I believe our model code pro-
vides for a real advance in criminal procedure and for the recon-
tribution to the improvement of law enforcement, and in spon-
soring and directing its preparation I am convinced the institute
has made a valuable contribution to the improvement of criminal
law enforcement."
All Indiana lawyers know that in criminal procedure there
are many defects. We know that our profession is largely re-
sponsible for what is known as criminal procedure, that is, the
law and court rules which regulate the arrest, indictment and
trial of accused persons and the appeals for convictions in crim-
inal cases. The people of the United States have a right to look
to the legal profession for intelligent guidance in matters per-
taining to the so-called adjective or procedural law. The makers
of this code have realized that society is growing more complex
and in turn that the law must become more complex; yet it must
become more practical, more human, and more attentive to the
interests of the entire community which is suffering with infinite
complexities of the modern problems of life. The provisions of
this code will rid us of much of our so called dilly-dallying with
the law.
INDIANA COMMISSION ON OBSERVANCE AND ENFORCEMENT
OF LAW
As all of you know we have a Commission in Indiana that has
been making an investigation as to the crime situation in the
state. The Commission was created to investigate and devise
ways and means for more effectively dealing with crime. It is
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endeavoring to make a study of crime and its causes, that will
enable it to recommend measures that will substantially aid in
abating this evil. This Commission is making a thorough and
exhaustive study of this most vital question that is confronting
us at the present time. This Commission will make a report be-
fore the first of the year and the bench and bar should back up
the program. The Chairman of this Commission is the Honor-
able James A. Van Osdol, a former President of the Indiana
State Bar Association. He has been a leader and has brought
great credit to the bar. By grasping the situation at the very
beginning of this organization, he rescued it from theoretical
oblivion and placed it upon a most practical basis. He deserves
our unstinted praise for the service that he has performed. We
owe it to him for the practical direction that he attended the
investigations.
We owe it to the best interests of our state to get back of this
commission to a man. The commission realizes that there is no
form of government that can be set up, no matter what regula-
tions, that can completely eliminate wrong-doing as long as the
desire for wrong-doing is in the heart.
SOME OBSERVATIONS
It is not a matter of needing more laws. The 62,000 laws which
Elihu Root says were passed by Congress and the state legisla-
tures in a recent five-year period, at an expense of a half-billion
dollars, have not decreased our stupendous annual crime bill. We
know the right officer may so administer a poor law as to work
out marvelous results; and a poor officer may so administer the
best law as to work out wretched results.
There are some things that we have been laying great stress
upon in the past that we know now are failures. One of these
is the efficacy of the reformatory to reform. A recent authori-
tative book has been published. The preface makes the following
observations:
"The important fact established in this book is that out of 510
men who left the Massachusetts Reformatory during the years
1911-22, eighty per cent were not reformed five to fifteen years
later, but went right on committing crimes after their discharge.
This is a damning piece of evidence-not against that Reforma-
tory in particular, which probably stands high among institu-
tions of its kind, but against the reformatory system in general.
Here it does not work. No one knows that it works any better
elsewhere."
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It shows that the Massachusetts Reformatory (probably one
of the best in the country) failed, in eighty per cent of the cases
studied, to do what it is meant to do. It did not reform these
men, for they continued their criminal careers, though not quite
so actively as before.
Such studies as these are most helpful. They clearly establish
that we have been wasting our time and money on some things
that are not worth while. We can gain much from the experi-
ence of others.
CONCLUSION
We as lawyers must know from the very nature of our pro-
fession that our responsibility to society is greater than that of
any other citizens. History warrants this statement. In the past
we have met and discharged that responsibility. Today we must
arouse ourselves from our indifference and take a stand on the
side of law and order. We must not permit our Government to
become so weakened that its mandates can be flaunted with im-
punity by every crook and scoundrel and by every bandit and
racketeer. We must put an end on the part of some of our citi-
zens to the heaping of scorn of officers of the law for doing their
duty and their jubilation when these officials fail. We must solve
this difficult governmental problem. Woe to the country whose
lawyers fail it. Today the legal profession itself is on trial, for
the public knows that governmental affairs are practically what
the Bench and Bar make them.
Let us remember that every advance in decency down through
the ages has met with ridicule and resentment from those who
are satisfied with lower standards of living. We must expect
much of this when we undertake our task.
Professor Munro of Harvard has written: "Leaders are essen-
tial in a democracy and no scheme of popular government has
ever managed to succeed without them. A democracy is tested by
the mettle of its leaders, and its success or failure must funda-
mentally depend upon the discernment with which it makes its
choice."
Let us retake the primacy of our profession. It is not too late
for us to continue our progress as a profession. Let us Remem-
ber that it took Rome five hundred years to qualify as the law-
givers of the world. America has been qualifying for a hundred
and fifty years. We must not fail at this critical time. But we
shall fail unless today and tomorrow we challenge in the name of
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the community the fraternity of gunmen and fences, rumrunners
and bailfinders, corrupt police and questionable judges.
As Mark Twain said concerning passages in the Holy Writ:
"The passages in the Bible that I do not understand are not the
ones that trouble me, but it is the passages that I do under-
stand." The members of our profession understand law obser-
vance and law enforcement above every other group of people
and it is for us in season and out of season to make them clear
to others. The pulpit, the press, the forum, the school and the
home can contribute greatly to the success of such a leadership
by the bar. Without their help we cannot hope to accomplish the
task; we can lead the way, but we need the vigorous support of
other agents. This is no time for us to be fanning the air or
threshing straw. It is no time for us to fail to connect with a
real opponent or fight imaginary evils. We are face to face with
a real foe, and arrayed on the side of this foe are those who
sympathize with them, harmonize with them and are in defense
with them; a large body of people, law-abiding in themselves,
but who, through unthinking influences, array themselves on the
side of the lawless.
Of all the professions, in ours only, is it required that we shall
take an oath before we can practice it. What is the oath? It is
that we will support the Constitution of the United States and
the Constitution of our own State and faithfully and honesly dis-
charge the duties of an attorney-at-law. Every lawyer through-
out the United States must take such an oath. This is a solemn
obligation. It favors our profession above all others and at the
same time it gives us greater responsibilities and obligations.
We have vowed to our Maker that we will uphold the law of the
land. As officers of the court the public looks to us to see that
the legal machinery dealing with crime functions properly. If it
does not our profession must bear the blame. We can not escape
the responsibility. That profession is false to society; false to its
oath and false to its God that sees a call to duty and does not
respond. It is for our profession to see that our Government
does endure. It is for us to accept the challenge to our free insti-
tutions with the determination that our government shall not
fail.
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THURSDAY AFTERNOON,
July 10, 1930
The meeting convened at 2:00 o'clock, President Ogden pre-
siding.
Mr. William A. Pickens addressed the Association on "District
Bar Organization," recounting his experiences in organizing
local associations and urging the pressing necessity for recoup-
ing lost members in the state organization. Mr. Pickens narrated
a number of lively jokes confessedly borrowed from Mr. Dix and
concluded his remarks with an enthusiastic appeal to all lawyers
for solidarity in their professional relations.
Mr. J. W. Fessler of Indianapolis read a letter from Dr. C. B.
Coleman director of the Indiana Historical Bureau pertaining to
the publication of the laws of Indiana Territory from 1800 to
1809. The Association adopted the following resolutions:
WHEREAS, the Law Series published by the Illinois State 'Historical
Library covers all the laws of Indiana Territory between 1800 and 1809,
when Illinois was part of Indiana Territory, and is soon to publish Vol-
ume II of the series under the title Laws of Indiana Territory, 1800-1809,
embracing a scholarly introduction and index, a work which should be in
all Indiana libraries, since copies of our territorial laws are extremely
rare; therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Indiana State Bar Association join in the request
of the Indiana Historical Bureau that arrangements be made for the pub-
lication of an Indiana edition of this volume, which will make it generally
available in this state, and in the support of such action by the next Gen-
eral Assembly as is necessary to secure its publication; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the President of this Association appoint a committee
of five to carry this resolution into effect.
Judge Charles F. Remy of the Appellate Court presented the
following prepared address:
BRIEF AND ORAL ARGUMENT ON APPEAL
This paper has been prepared at the request of the president
of the Indiana State Bar Association, the thought being that
such a paper by a member of one of the Indiana courts of appeal
might result in helpful suggestions. I lay no claims to superior
knowledge on the subject, but because of experience as a member
of the Appellate Court, I have some ideas which may or may
not be worthwhile. I shall endeavor to keep in mind the object
of Mr. Ogden when he made the request, and limit myself ac-
cordingly. In the course of what I may say, I shall refer to de-
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fects I have sometimes found in briefs; nevertheless, I want to
say at the outset, and say with emphasis, that most briefs filed
in the Indiana Appellate Court are carefully and learnedly pre-
pared, and in accordance with the rules of the court. I do not,
therefore, want to be understood as offering wholesale criticisms
of briefs filed by members of the bar who practice in the Appel-
late Court. There are, however, exceptional cases where briefs
are filed which show that they have been carelessly or hurriedly
prepared. Occasionally there is little or no attempt to comply
with the rules, and no evidence of diligence on the part of at-
torneys in the investigation and presentation of the law applica-
ble to the case. It may be that these lawyers have full confidence
that if the members of the court of appeals are given a smatter-
ing of what the case is about, they will on their own account
learn from the record the question or questions for review, and
make an investigation of the law which governs. Whatever may
be the reason for the occasional careless and insufficient brief-
ing, it is unfair, not only to the court, but to the litigant, who
has a right to assume that his attorney has done his work as
would a lawyer of skill and diligence. I trust that there may be
some suggestions in this paper and the discussion that may fol-
low which will be helpful both to the court and attorneys.
In the preparation of their briefs, the parties must assume
that the court of appeals has had no previous knowledge of the
particular case, and it should be the chief purpose of the brief-
maker to present the question or questions for determination in
a clear and definite manner, together with the reasons for the
decision asked, and with supporting authorities, if any. The best
briefs are not the longest. In fact, the longest briefs are some-
times the poorest. Usually there are but few questions, often
but one in which there is any merit, yet it sometimes happens
that the attorney for appellant presents at great length all ques-
tions saved in the trial court. Thus the brief is encumbered and
the labors of the courts of appeals increased. Under the consti-
tution of this state, the Supreme Court is required to discuss in
its opinion each question presented, and the Appellate Court,
though not required under the law so to do, is expected by liti-
gants to observe the same rule. A brief should be what the name
implies.
If any ordinary case is fully briefed, there are, of course, three
briefs: Brief of appellant; answer brief of appellee; and appel-
lant's reply brief. It occasionally happens that the appellee fails
to file an answer brief, and quite frequently no reply brief is
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filed. That is not as it should be. If appellant by his brief shows
prima, facie error, the failure of appellee to present an answer
brief may, by the court, be treated as a confession of error, and
the judgment reversed. Dye v. Wasnmtn, 73 Ind. App. 11. The
attorney for appellant who does not file a reply brief is, as a
rule, unfair to the court; besides, he loses an opportunity to serve
his client. It is a rare case in which a reply brief is not helpful,
especially to the judge who writes the opinion.
One who would prepare a brief should know and observe the
rules of the courts of appeal, which rules, except as to a few
minor changes made in 1922 and 1924, are the same as they
have been since 1900, at which time there was a general revision.
That revision was largely the work of the late Francis E. Baker
of the United States Courts of Appeals, but who was then a
member of the Indiana Supreme Court. Whether these rules
are the best, or whether they might be improved, it is not the
purpose of this paper to discuss; instead, the purpose is to dis-
cuss the form and essentials of the brief and the presentation
of the oral argument in accordance with the rules as they are.
There are but eleven of these rules, and they are numbered from
21 to 29, inclusive, and also include 211/ and 251/2. Attorneys
who have had much practice in the Supreme or Appellate Courts
are familiar with the provisions of these rules, and law students
who expect to practice in this state should be required to com-
mit them to memory, or at least fix the provisions definitely in
mind.
Rules 21 and 21/2 govern the filing of briefs, and their con-
sideration is not within the scope of this paper.
Rule 22 which contains six distinct clauses is as follows: "The
brief of appellant shall contain a short clear statement disclos-
ing: First, the nature of the action; second, what the issues
were; third, how the issues were decided, and what the judg-
ment or decree was; fourth, the errors relied upon for reversal;
fifth, a concise statement of so much of the record as fully pre-
sents every error and exception relied on, referring to the pages
and lines of the transcript. If the insufficiency of the evidence
to sustain the verdict or finding in fact or law is assigned, the
statement shall contain a condensed recital of the evidence in
narrative form so as to present the substance clearly and con-
cisely. The statement will be taken to be accurate and sufficient
for a full understanding of the questions for decision unless the
opposite party in his brief shall make necessary corrections or
additions. When error is predicated on the giving or refusal of
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instructions the statement must recite the instructions that were
given; and sixth, the brief shall contain, under a separate head-
ing of each error relied on, separately numbered points, stated
concisely, and without argument, together with the authorities
relied on in support of them; and in citing cases, the names of
the parties must be given, with the book and page where re-
ported. Indiana cases officially reported shall be cited from the
book and page of the official report. No alleged error or point,
not contained in this statement of points, shall be raised after-
ward, either by reply brief, or in oral or printed argument, or on
petition for rehearing."
The first clause of this rule is not always interpreted the
same by good lawyers. By some, it means a mere statement as
to the character of the action; by others it means, in addition,
a clear statement of the facts out of which the action arose and
as they relate to the controversy; in other words, what the con-
troversy is about. The latter interpretation is to be preferred.
On appeal, as on the trial, the facts of the case are of first im-
portance. The successful trial lawyer takes the first opportunity
to lodge in the mind of the court or the members of the jury the
facts of his case. So on appeal, in this first paragraph of the
brief, the court should be given the facts of the controversy. If
there is no dispute about the facts, it should be so stated. The
statement of the facts should be accurate, concise and logical in
arrangement. An inaccurate or false statement,-to be pointed
out later in a brief of the adversary, or by the court discovered,
is quite as unfortunate in a court of review as on the trial. But
in a statement of facts, only those material to the question or
questions in controversy on appeal should be included. Imma-
terial facts should be ommitted, not only in the interest of brev-
ity, but in the interest of clearness of expression; if included
they may mislead the court, and the court has a right to rely
absolutely on every statement of fact made in a brief by coun-
sel. A statement of the evidence is not a statement of the facts.
To insure a clear, accurate, concise, logical and helpful statement
of the facts, the brief-maker must himself have a true conception
of the evidence applicable to the issues, and which was submitted
at the trial. It goes without saying, that the facts should be, as
in nearly every instance they are, stated fairly and honestly.
There can, however, be no objection to a grouping of the facts
so as to emphasize the theory of the attorney who prepares and
presents the brief. When a party, in stating the nature of the
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action, includes a clear and accurate statement of the facts, he
has, in placing first things first, made a good start.
Clause five of Rule 22 provides that the brief shall contain
"A concise statement of so much of the record as fully presents
every error and exception relied on," etc. It is to be observed
that this rule does not call for all the record, but only "A con-
cise statement of so much as presents" the errors relied on. Yet,
not infrequently, briefs are encumbered with the entire tran-
script including caption of, and signatures to, each pleading
therein, when but small portions of the record would, under the
rules, be required. It is usually unnecessary to include in a brief
on appeal the entire text of the pleadings or motions, including
motion for new trial. However, it is sometimes necessary or
advisable to set out the entire pleading or motion, depending in
each instance upon the question or questions involved. It would,
of course, only be in rare instances when it would be necessary
to include in the brief the caption and signature to a pleading.
It occasionally happens that a brief comes to the Appellate Court
containing in narrative form the testimony of every witness,
when no error relied on for a reversal calls for all the evidence.
For example, if the sufficiency of the evidence is challenged upon
a particular point or points only, the brief need only contain a
recital of the evidence on the particular point or points, with a
further statement that no other evidence related thereto. Sim-
plex etc. Appliance Co. v. Western etc. Belting Co., 173 Ind. 1.
I am well aware that the work of brief-making is made lighter
if the transcript of the court's record is incorporated in appel-
lant's brief, for all that can be done by the lawyer's clerk. To
eliminate the immaterial part of the record requires a knowledge
of the rules and a knowledge of the construction placed upon
them by the Supreme and Appellate Courts, just as a proper trial
of the cause in the nisi prius court requires a knowledge of the
law of trial procedure; it takes time, and it takes the time of a
skilled lawyer, but it is worthwhile. With the years, records and
briefs have, unfortunately, grown larger and larger, have encum-
bered the records of the higher courts, and increased the labors of
the judges; and this, I am inclined to believe, is because some
lawyers follow the line of least labor. However, I am sure that in
many instances courts of appeal, have merely "played safe." In
this, they may be justified. If so, it is no credit to the work
of the reviewing courts. I like to believe that the fear is un-
founded. Nevertheless, it is to the credit of a very large number
of the members of the Indiana bar, that, after a thorough inves-
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tigation of the law applicable to the case, they prep are their
briefs on appeal with great care, and that these briefs evidence
the superior learning and skill of their authors. At this time,
it appears certain that in no distant day the briefs now being
filed in the Supreme and Appellate Courts of this state will be
properly bound and placed in the State Law Library to be used
by the bench and bar as books of reference. When that time
comes, well prepared briefs will add greater luster to the reputa-
tions of the eminent members of the profession who have pre-
pared them. In anticipation of that day, every lawyer who pre-
pares a brief in a cause on appeal should see to it that his brief
is worth binding and preservation.
The most important part of a brief on appeal to an Indiana
court of review is, perhaps that part required by clause six of
Rule 22. Certainly, there has been more judicial criticism of
briefs because they were not prepared in conformity with that
provision than in reference to all others; and it may be said that
the best evidence of the learning of a brief-maker and his ability
to grasp the legal questions involved in his case is that he has
properly and fully complied with this rule. The provision is that
"the brief shall contain, under a separate heading of each error
relied on, separately numbered points, stated concisely and with-
out argument, together with the authorities relied on for sup-
port." Jt has many times been held by, the Supreme and Appel-
late Courts that the failure of appellant to make any reference
in the propositions or points of his brief to questions raised by
his assignment of errors, as required by this rule, constitutes a
waiver of such assignments, mere abstract statements of law or
fact being insufficient. Baker 'v. Stehle, 187 Ind. 468; Cleveland
etc. R. Co. v. Ritchey, 185 Ind. 28; Chicago etc. R. Co. v. Dinius,
180 Ind. 596; German Fire Ins. Co. v. Zonker, 57 Ind. App. 696;
Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Finkelstein, 58 Ind. App. 27; Kinnison V.
Rarick, 71 Ind. App. 455. In other words, the propositions or
points must be applied to the specific ruling or rulings of the
trial court claimed to be erroneous, and which are relied upon
for reversal. It has, however, been held that where propositions
in appellant's brief, under the heading "Points and Authorities,"
are so worded and grouped that the court can readily understand
that they relate to a certain assigned error, the court will not
treat the error as waived. Brehm , v. Hennings, 70 Ind. App. 625.
It is also held that where but one error is relied on for reversal,
all propositions of law stated and all authorities cited will be
regarded as referring to that proposition. American Sheet and
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Tin Plate Co. v. Yonan, 59 Ind. App. 700; Richey v. Cleveland
etc. R. Co., 47 Ind. App. 123. A failure to comply with clause 6
of Rule 22 is not cured by any discussion of the alleged errors
and questions in an argument which may be appended to the
brief. Evansville etc. R. Co. v. Hoffman, 67 Ind. App. 571; Whip-
ple v. Cain, 73 Ind. App. 285. Personally, I have thought that
the courts of appeal have, at times, given this provision of Rule
22 too narrow a construction. Nevertheless, to one who has ex-
amined the decisions as to the application of the rule since its
adoption thirty years ago, it is apparent that the only safe way
on appeal is to comply with it.
As to that part of the brief included under the head, "Points
and Authorities," the form and style of the briefs prepared by
the able members of the bar are not uniform.
As illustrating a proper compliance with the rule, I shall here
incorporate parts of two briefs filed with the Indiana Appellate
Court. The first is from the brief of appellant in Ewbank Trus-
tee v. Yellow Cab Co., 84 Ind. App. 144, filed in the Appellate
Court when that case was appealed. The brief was prepared by
Elmer E. Stevenson, a former president of this association, now
deceased, and his associate counsel, Richard L. Ewbank a prom-
inent and reputable member of the Marion county bar. In the
brief, four propositions are presented and discussed, there being
in all fifty-four "points" consecutively numbered from 1 to 54
inclusive. The following is a verbatim copy, except authorities
cited, of all that portion of the Points and Authorities section
which is given over to the fourth proposition:
"PROPOSITION 4
"When the appellants showed that their rights were interfered
with by the wrongs of the appellees, to give the court of equity
power for relief, the appellants had fully supported their bur-
den, and were not required in any way or manner to make fur-
ther proof that the taxi-cab stand could not be operated in the
street without detriment to the rights of appellants, for the
court, having acquired jurisdiction of the cause, and having the
duty to remedy a wrong, was required to give full and ample re-
lief, enjoining appellees in all ways from occupying the street
for a taxi-cab stand, instead of merely enjoining the committ-
ment of the specific acts of nuisance enjoined by the judgment in
this case.
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"51. Where one engaged in conducting a business at a place or in a
manner that is unlawful, in the conduct of such business, operates it so
as to constitute a nuisance, upon a showing that in the cotiduct of the
business such nuisance features have been an incident in such person's
conduct thereof, equity being required to grant relief, grants full relief to
the injured party, enjoining the thing which has been so carried on as a
nuisance, and does not attempt to supervise the after conduct of the busi-
ness, nor to require the injured party to bring another action for full
relief, but administers full relief by enjoining the business, which the
defendant has, by his own acts, shown to be a nuisance. There is no
burden on the plaintiff to go further and show that the business can not
be operated other than as a nuisance.
(Authorities)
"52. Since a taxi-cab stand in the street was necessarily unlawful,
there was no burden whatever on appellants to establish by the evidence
that appellees' taxi-cab business could not be conducted upon the street
adjacent to appellants' property without damage to appellants, to entitle
appellants to an injunction in all ways enjoining appellees from occupy-
ing the street adjacent to appellants' curb to solicit and carry on a private
business.
(Authorities)
"53. The mere use of the street adjacent to the property of appellants
as a taxi-cab stand, to stand the cabs of the appellees upon which to solicit
business and otherwise use it for the private business of the appellees,
even though in so doing they would not commit the nuisance acts found
to have been committed in the past, including that they would, on request,
vacate a place for a vehicle to approach to deliver goods or passengers,
would not be a free and uninterrupted use of the street by the appellants
and those having business with their building, nor would it prevent the
appellees from maintaining a public nuisance in the street in the conduct
of a private business thereon.
(Authorities)
The other brief is that of appellant in the case of Clarage v.
Palace Theater Corp., decided by the Appellate Court (165 N. E.
550), and now pending on petition to transfer to Supreme
Court; the brief was prepared by Walter R. Arnold one of the
leading attorneys of the South Bend bar. The case was a suit to
foreclose a mechanic's lien. The first and only error assigned
was that the trial court erred in overruling a demurrer to what
was designated as the second paragraph of answer. Under the
general head of Points and Authorities, four propositions are
stated, numbered from 1 to 4 inclusive. Then follows a state-
ment of the error and-the points and authorities proper. A ver-
batim copy of that part of the brief given over to Proposition 1,
omitting authorities, is as follows:
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A.-First assignment of error: Lower court erred in overruling the de-
murrer of appellant to the second paragraph of answer.
"PROPOSITION I.
"No express provision in contract that no lien shall attach.
Point 1.
"(a). The mechanic's lien statute of Indiana gives every sub-contractor
and materialman a lien upon real estate and improvements thereon for
which he furnishes labor and material, unless the contract between the
owner and principal contractor specifically provides that
'No lien shall attach to the real estate, building, structure or any
other improvement,'
and unless such contract containing such stipulation be recorded.
(Authorities)
"(b). An undertaking on the part of the principal contractor to 'waive
and release any and all liens for all the materials to be furnished and all
labor to be performed under the contract, in and to the lands upon which
the improvement * * * is to be erected' does not bar the materialman
or sub-contractor who has not himself so stipulated from claiming a lien.
(Authorities)
"(c). A waiver of a lien right limited to the principal contractor, even
when in writing and recorded as required by law, does not affect the lien
right of the materialman, unless he has estopped himself by his action
or inaction to claim it. The right to a lien does not depend upon any
contractual relation of the lienor with the owner of the property, so long
as the lienor is not a mere interloper. The statute is satisfied when the
material is furnished in furtherance of an improvement authorized by the
owner of the property.
(Authorities)
"APPLICATION: The second paragraph of answer to which the de-
murrer was addressed merely set up as a bar to the lien the recorded
contract between the principal contractor and the owner, but said recorded
contract did not provide that 'no lien shall attach to the real estate,
building, structure or any other improvement' as a result of any labor
done or material furnished by anyone in furtherance of the principal con-
tract, but only that
'The said contractor hereby does effectually in law and equity
waive and release any and all liens for the material to be furnished
and all labor to be performed under this contract, of, in and to the
lands upon which the improvement herein contracted for is to be
erected;'
and said provision constituting ex vi termini only a waiver and release of
the contractor's rights that would otherwise exist to claim a lien, it does
not affect the appellant materialman which did not consent to waive any
such lien on his part, and, therefore the lower court erred in overruling
the appellant's demurrer to the second paragraph of answer."
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The provision of clause six of Rule 22, that in citing author-
ities, the names of the parties in the cited cases must be given,
and that citations should be to the official reports, is of more
than ordinary importance. Citations in support of a proposition
stated in a brief should be of cases in point, and not of cases
that have but a slight, or possibly no, bearing thereon. It takes
time to examine a long list of authorities, and, to examine them
to find few, if any, in point is exasperating. I know of nothing
more exasperating, except, perhaps, the examination of a list of
cases cited as supporting a proposition laid down in an opinion
of a court of appeals. In citing authorities, the citations should
first be from our own courts, if any there are. Before cases are
cited, the brief-maker should make an examination to see if the
cases have been overruled or modified. Under our system, the
judges of a court of review are entitled to have presented by the
briefs the result of a thorough investigation, on the part of the
attorneys on each side of the case, of the questions involved.
There is, of course, no reason whatever for the citation of the
Northeast Reporter if the cases have been officially reported. The
insertion of those citations takes time which could be better em-
ployed, and in no way helps that court. The Northeast Reporter
has its use in this state, where the written opinions of the court
are not otherwise published until the reporting is officially done;
but necessarily there must be errors not to be found in the
official volumes. It is, of course, well known that opinions are
sometimes withdrawn, and sometimes nullified by the granting
of a rehearing; more frequently modified in some particular after
publication by the West Publishing Company. It goes without
saying that every law office which would be well equipped should
have the Indiana Supreme and Appellate Court reports down to
date. In this connection, I might say, what is not generally
known, that there are hundreds of volumes of new or perfectly
good Appellate Court reports lying in the basement of the state
house, for which there is little sale. In my opinion, the next ses-
sion of the General Assembly should enact a law authorizing the
Secretary of State to sell these volumes to the lawyers of Indi-
ana at a nominal sum, say fifty cents per volume, to the end that
the space in the state house basement be cleared, and the reports
be put in general use.
Rule 23 is self-explanatory, and calls for no discussion in this
paper, other than to say that the rule should be strictly followed,
especially, the requirement as to the order of appellee's propo-
sitions.
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Rule 24 authorizes the insertion of an argument at the close of
the brief. While it is said that such argument is not part of the
brief, I think it should, in a way, be treated as such, and should
never be omitted. If well prepared, as it usually is, it is sugges-
tive and very often exceedingly helpful.
Rule 25 fixes the form, style, size and the number of briefs to
be filed. This is a salutary rule. When briefs on appeal are bound
and placed in the library for use, the uniform size and readable
page will be indispensable. No member of the bar with any pride
will file a carbon copy of a brief that is not legible. Every brief
of any considerable size should contain an index.
It is unnecessary to include in this paper any discussion of
Rule 25 .
Much more might be said about briefs on appeal, the rules
relating thereto, and the construction and interpretation thereof
by the courts, but it would unduly extend this paper.
As to the brief on appeal, I may say in conclusion, that the
members of the Indiana Appellate Court, as the court is now
constituted, believe that the rules of the court should be liber-
ally construed to the end that justice may best be administered.
Rules are necessary. The orderly processes of the courts require
them; but they should never be used to thwart justice.
Judge Frank S. Roby, one of the ablest judges who has been
a member of either of the Indiana courts of appeal, in one of
his opinions, used this language: "The rules of the Supreme
Court * * * are designed to advance justice, and not to
defeat it. They could lawfully be made to no other end, for to
do so would be but an indirect method of doing that which if
done directly would be maladministration of office. These rules
indicate an orderly and uniform method of presenting the con-
flicting claims of litigants. That they should be observed, goes
without saying. The only difficulties connected with their ob-
servance have had to do with the interpretation given to, and
placed upon, them by the bar and the courts. The conclusions
reached by the courts are quickly adopted by the bar when it
learns them. Those considerations before mentioned, which
apply to the making of rules, apply with equal force to their
interpretation and application. If a rule ever be interpreted
or applied to the end that truth be obscured, such fact will be
a public misfortune. By a rigid interpretation of these very
reasonable rules, it would be possible to preserve the form of
judicial consideration and abandon the substance thereof in any
given case wherein partiality or interest might operate. Such
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a state of affairs would be unendurable. It follows, therefore,
that in determining whether appellant's brief shall be xejected
for noncompliance with said rule, an important consideration is
the fact that if so rejected it will thereby be deprived of its
appeal without any fault, but solely because of alleged literary
shortcomings on the part of its representatives. A liberal con-
struction must always be made to avoid such a result."
I personally concur in every word so well stated in the opinion
written by Judge Roby, and I am quite sure that each of my
associates, as well as each member of the Supreme Court, as
that court is now constituted, takes the same view. Neverthe-
less, it is not always an easy matter to brush aside questions as
to defective briefs when raised on appeal. Where, for example,
appellant has wholly failed to comply with the rules, and ap-
pellee in his answer brief has called attention to the failure, and
also called attention to decisions of the Supreme and Appellate
Courts to the effect that rules when adopted have the force and
effect of law, and are obligatory, not only upon the parties, but
upon the courts of appeal as well. See, Magnuson v. Billings,
152 Ind. 177. Under such circumstances, it is often difficult for
the court to find a "northwest passage," in its effort to do jus-
tice. It is well that, for the most part, attorneys representing
litigants on appeal do their work so as to avoid this embarrass-
ment to the court.
What of the oral argument on appeal? The rules provide that
on the original hearing of the cause on appeal, upon separate
written petition of either party, made within time for filing
briefs, the court will set a cause down for oral argument; or the
court on its own motion may order such argument; the argu-
ment to be limited to some definite time, not exceeding an hour
on a side, except that the parties may, upon request made in
advance, be given a longer time. The argument must be con-
fined to questions and authorities contained in the briefs. When
oral arguments are heard by the Supreme Court, all five of the
judges sit. In the Appellate Court, the argument is usually
heard by three members. In important cases all six members
may sit. When the case is heard by three members, they reach
their conclusion, and then the opinion when written is read
before and considered by the whole court. Personally, I think
every case of any importance should be argued orally. It must
be well understood that the record goes to the judge to whom
the case is assigned. It is impossible that each judge read every
brief in all cases. Much must be left to the judge who has the
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record, though under the present practice each opinion is handed
down after full conference of all members of the court. If the
case is argued orally, then at least three of the judges have
heard the case discussed by attorneys on each side. There is,
therefore, less likelihood of a mistake as to the facts or a mis-
understanding of the issues. If I were to go back in the prac-
tice, I would argue orally every case on appeal in which I was
interested. It is not always necessary to take all the time
granted on appeal. The attorney who comes to court well pre-
pared, presents his case without repetition, and quits when he
is done, has represented his client's cause the best. The lawyer
who comes to a court of appeals to present his case orally in
one hour or less, and comes unprepared, wastes his own time
and that of the court as well. Usually a case is half argued
when the facts have been clearly stated. It would be well if
counsel in each case on oral argument would have an outline of
his argument neatly prepared and leave the same with the court
at the close. If that is done, the outline would assist the judge
who has the record to recall all phases of the argument when
he comes to write the opinion.
I desire to say in conclusion, that I have attempted no learned
discussion of the principles of brief-making and of argument on
appeal. My purpose has been less pretentious. If, in the state-
ment and discussion of the rules, I have made suggestions which
will prove helpful to some members of the profession, my pur-
pose has been accomplished.
The report of the committee on Jurisprudence and Law Re-
form was read by Mr. George 0. Dix of Terre Haute, which
report is printed in its entirety:
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON JURISPRUDENCE
AND LAW REFORM
The undersigned Committee on Jurisprudence and Law Re-
form reports that the two matters referred to it at the last
annual meeting of the Association have been disposed of as fol-
lows:
1. The resolution of Mr. T. B. Cunningham directing the
Committee to formulate a Bill to be presented to the next legis-
lature providing for the "nomination and election of judges at
a time and in a manner that will disconnect and remove their
selection from the act or power or activity of any political party"
was transferred from our Committee to the Special Committee
on Appointment, Nomination and Election of Judges, of which
Mr. James Bingham, of Indianapolis, is Chairman. This trans-
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fer was made by agreement with Mr. Bingham. It was deemed
more appropriate that this matter be handled by Mr. Bingham's
Committee.
2. The resolution of Mr. Merrill Moores directing this Com-
mittee to investigate the question of an amendment to the In-
diana General Corporation Act, which would require business
corporations to have a uniform system of accounting, was fully
considered by the Committee. Due to the fact that the General
Corporation Act applies to so many different kinds and types of
corporations and corporations varying so greatly in size and in
the nature of their business, your Committee considered it would
be impractical to attempt to provide a uniform system of ac-
counting for all corporations organized under this Act. Your
Committee, therefore, recommends that no further action be
taken on Mr. Moores' resolution.
In addition to the above matters, your Committee investigated
several suggestions made to it by individual members for legis-
lative action to be recommended to the Association. In each case
investigated, with one exception, your Committee concluded that
the suggested legislation was not of sufficient general importance
to the Bench and Bar that the endorsement of this Association
should be requested.
3. The exception referred to was the suggestion made by a
Committee appointed by a group of circuit judges that the plan
advanced by Professor Hugh E. Willis, of the Indiana Univer-
sity School of Law, for a complete and radical change in our
form of procedure should be thoroughly investigated. Your
Committee, in conjunction with the Committee of Circuit Judges,
has made some study of the Bill proposed by Professor Willis.
Professor Willis has been working on this subject for several
years and has devoted considerable time to research and investi-
gation. This work on the part of Professor Willis, in which he
was assisted by Professor Bernard C. Gavit, has culminated in
a proposed Bill prepared by Professors Willis and Gavit. A
copy of this Bill is attached hereto and made a part of this
report. Your Committee believes that the time is ripe in Indiana
for the adoption of a procedural reform. Entirely too much time
and energy, and too much of a client's money is wasted, in liti-
gating procedure. A client pays the bills for the litigation of
procedure, but receives no benefit therefrom. Your Committee
recommends that the proposed Bill be printed in the Indiana
Law Journal, and that same be taken up for consideration by
the Association at a special meeting to be held prior to January
1, 1901.
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4. Judge Julian Sharpnack has prepared a Bill providing, as
we are informed, for the organization of the Circuit and Su-
perior Courts of the State. This proposed Bill came to our
attention too late to be included in this report, but we consider
that it is of such importance to the Bench and Bar of the State
that we recommend that it be printed in the Indiana Law
Journal, and that it also be taken up for consideration by the
Association at the special meeting to be held prior to January 1,
1931.
PROCEDURAL ACT.
An act to abolish the present and to provide a new system of legal pro-
cedure for all the courts of this State; authorizing the Supreme and
Appellate courts to prescribe, promulgate, enforce and publish forms and
rules for the regulation of legal procedure; providing for an advisory
council, reporter and employees; making appropriation for carrying out
the purposes of this act; repealing all laws in conflict therewith; and de-
claring an emergency.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana.
Section 1. SUPREME AND APPELLATE COURTS TO MAKE
RULES. The Supreme and Appellate courts of this state acting jointly
shall have the power to make, prescribe, promulgate and enforce by rule
from time to time and in any manner, the forms of writs and all other
process; the mode and manner of framing and filing proceedings, papers
and pleadings; of giving notice, serving and returning writs and process
of all kinds; of giving, taking and obtaining evidence; drawing up, enter-
ing and enrolling orders and the keeping of all other records of the court;
regulating costs; and generally to regulate and prescribe the entire pro-
cedure, including pleading, evidence, and practice, to be used in all actions,
motions and proceedings, of whatever nature, in all the courts including
the courts of appeal of this state. Separate rules shall be made for civil
and for criminal trial procedure.
Section 2. RULES OF LEGAL PROCEDURE. The rules of legal pro-
cedure in this state shall be such rules as may thus be adopted by the
Supreme and Appellate courts of this state; provided, that
(a) SIMPLIFICATION OF RULES. In prescribing such rules the
Supreme and Appellate courts shall have regard to the simplification of the
system of pleading, evidence, practice, and procedure in said courts, so as
to promote a speedy determination of litigation.
(b) PLEADING. All rules of' pleading shall be based upon the prin-
ciple of giving notice of the opposing claims of the respective parties,
sufficient to apprise them and the court of the nature thereof (notice
pleading). They shall not be based on the principle of requiring a com-
plete allegation of all the ultimate facts which must be proved at the
trial in order to establish such claims (issue or essential fact pleading).
The term pleading as used in this act shall be understood to include affi-
davits, indictments and all other papers filed or used in any legal proceed-
ing except as evidence.
(c) PRACTICE: TRIAL COURT. Every step in the trial of a case
shall be taken under the direction and supervision of the court; and the
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judge shall help to empanel the jury, shall elicit evidence by questions to
witnesses, shall instruct the jury upon the law, and otherwise control the
conduct of the case. The judge shall have power to select, sumron, and
place on the stand witnesses not called by the parties. Experts shall be
called by the court instead of by litigants, either on the court's own initia-
tive or on request of a litigant; and the expense thereof shall be included
as a part of the trial costs.
(d) PRACTICE: SUPREME AND APPELLATE COURTS. No case
shall be reversed for a violation of rules of court, or any other technicality,
or ever remanded for a complete new trial if the first trial satisfies con-
stitutional requirements, but the Supreme Court shall where practical
always render final judgment, and to that end it is empowered to correct
any prejudicial errors of the trial court, whether of procedure or of sub-
stantive law and to certify to the trial court for trial any unsettled ques-
tion of fact on which it has not power to take evidence.
(e) RULES TO BE NOT INCONSISTENT WITH ACT. All the
rules so adopted by the Supreme and Appellate courts shall not be incon-
sistent with any of the terms of this Act or with the constitution of the
state or of the United States.
(f) FIRST RULES. The rules of legal procedure in force at the
present time, whether statutory or common law rules, are hereby repealed
as mandatory rules and are constituted and declared to be operative as
the first rules of court for the appropriate courts of this state.
Section 3. EFFECT OF RULES. All rules of court formulated pur-
buant to this act, except as required by this act or the constitution of the
state, shall as to the courts be directory and not mandatory.
Section 4. DECISIONS NOT PRECEDENTS. A decision by any court
on a point of procedure, whether a point of pleading, evidence, practice or
any other procedural matter, shall never be regarded as a binding prece-
dent for the decision of a.procedural point in a later case. The question
whether any point is procedural or substantive shall itself be regarded as
procedural.
Section 5. ADVISORY COUNCIL. The Supreme and Appellate courts
are authorized to provide for and appoint an Advisory Council, not to
exceed fifteen members, as a permanent tribunal to recommend and assist
in the revision of the rules of court from time to time and to fill vacancies
which may occur in the same. Said council shall be advisory only and shall
have no power to change any of the rules. The members of the council
shall serve without pay but shall be allowed their necessary expenses.
Section 6. REPORTER, ETC. The Supreme and Appellate courts are
also authorized to employ a reporter, an expert in the law of legal pro-
cedure, whose duty it shall be to study the present rules of legal pro-
cedure and to prepare and report to said council and courts rules designed
to carry out the purposes of this act. Such courts are also authorized to
employ such clerical and stenographical assistance and to purchase such
supplies as may be necessary; and to fix the compensation and to provide
for the expenses of employees and for the said reporter.
Section 7. PUBLICATION OF RULES. The Supreme and Appellate
courts are hereby given authority to contract for the publication of the
rules of court.
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Section 8. APPROPRIATION. There is hereby appropriated out of
any money in the general fund of the state treasury not otherwise appro-
priated $50,000 for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this act,
to be paid out on the order of such courts.
Section 9. UNCONSTITUTIONALITY. If any phrase, sentence, or
provision of this act is unconstitutional it shall not affect the constitu-
tionality of the remaining provisions of the act.
Section 10. REPEAL. All laws or parts of laws inconsistent with this
act are hereby repealed. When and as the rules of court herein author-
ized shall be promulgated, all rules in conflict therewith shall be and be-
come of no further force and effect.
Section 11. TIME OF TAKING EFFECT. This Act shall be in force
and effect from and after July 1, 1931.
REORGANIZATION OF LOWER COURTS ACT
A Bill for an Act Creating the Office of Chief Justice of the Circuit,
Superior, Probate, Criminal and Juvenile Courts; Prescribing the Powers
and Duties of the Presiding Officer and Employees thereof and the Duties
of Trial Judges, Clerks of the Circuit Courts and Court Reporters in con-
nection therewith; Providing certain Procedure in Civil, Criminal, Pro-
bate and Special Matters; Fixing the terms of all Circuit, Superior, Pro-
bate, Criminal and Juvenile Courts; Providing Penalties for Violation of
this Act; Making an Appropriation; and Declaring an Emergency.
OFFICE OF CHIEF JUSTICE OF TRIAL COURTS.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of In-
diana, That there is hereby created an office to be known as the Office of
Chief Justice of the Circuit, Superior, Criminal, Probate and Juvenile
Courts, the principal officer of which shall be known as Chief Justice of
Trial Courts, and he shall be a judge of a Circuit, Superior, Criminal, Pro-
bate or Juvenile Court of the State of Indiana.
And it is hereby made the duty of the Governor of the State of Indiana
on the taking effect of this Act to appoint one of the Judges indicated as
Chief Justice of Trial Courts who shall, in addition to his duties as Judge,
and without additional salary, serve as Chief Justice for four (4) years,
or until the expiration of his term as Trial Judge, and until his suc-
cessor is appointed and qualified.
TERMS OF COURTS.
Section 2. The terms of all Circuit, Superior, Probate, Criminal, and
Juvenile Courts shall be uniform throughout the State and beginning on
the first Monday in September, 1931, the terms of all courts shall be as
follows:
Shall begin on the first Monday in September, the first Monday in Janu-
ary, the second Monday in March and the third Monday in May of each
year and all terms shall continue until the beginning of the next suc-
ceeding term, except the May Term which shall continue until July 31st
of each year. Provided, that in circuits not requiring the entire time of
a Judge the Chief Justice shall designate, one year in advance, the mini-
mum period of time in which a Judge will be present in such circuit for
the transaction of business, and provided further, that for the first year
after the passage of this Act the time in which said Judge shall be present
in such circuit shall correspond to the time now designated as the court
term in such circuit. The designation of time as herein provided shall be
filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court in such Circuits.
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POWERS AND DUTIES OF CHIEF JUSTICE.
Section 3. (a) The Chief Justice of Trial Courts, in conjunction with
the presiding Judges of the various courts, shall have general supervision
of the work of said courts. In the event of a disagreement between the
Chief Justice and the presiding Judge the order of the Chief Justice per-
taining to the matter shall be final.
(b) He shall, in conjunction with the Trial Judge, arrange the work
of said court in such manner as to expedite the prompt disposition of all
pending business.
(c). He shall have authority to direct the Judge of any of said courts
to transact the business or any part of the business of any other court,
in any county within the State of Indiana.
(d) He shall have authority to designate a Trial Judge to appear in
another county or other court in the same county and assist the presiding
Judge with the business of said court. The division of work in such
instance to be agreed upon between the designated Judge and the presiding
Judge.
(e). He shall have authority to direct and supervise the work of Court
Reporters within the State and cause their transfer when convenient or
necessary to any court.
(f). He shall have authority, upon the request of the presiding Judge
or designated Judge, to designate two additional Judges of the State to
sit in an advisory capacity with the presiding Judge or designated Judge
in any matter pending in said court.
(g). Said Chief Justice, in case of a change of venue from a Judge in
any matter, either Civil, Criminal, Probate or Special, shall designate one
of the Trial Judges of the State to hear and determine said matter.
(h). Interested parties shall be entitled to a change of venue from a
designated Judge upon the same terms and conditions as changes of venue
from judges are now provided by law.
CONVENTION.
Section 4. Said Chief Justice shall annually and at such other times as
by him deemed necessary, call a convention of the Trial Judges of the
State and confer with said Judges concerning the business of said courts.
Twenty-five (25) Judges shall constitute a quorum for the transaction
of business at such convention and a vote of a majority of those present
shall be deemed sufficient authority for the approval of any matter pre-
sented.
Uniform rules of court shall by said convention be promulgated and
recommended for adoption to the various courts.
The Convention shall consider and recommend legislative matters to
the General Assembly.
DEFINITIONS.
Section 5. For the purpose of this Act, the following words and terms
shall have the following meaning:
Chief Justice shall mean Chief Justice of Trial Courts.
Trial Judge shall mean the duly qualified and acting Judge of any Cir-
cuit, Superior, Criminal, Probate or Juvenile Court.
Presiding Judge shall mean the Judge who has been elected or ap-
pointed for a specific term in a given court.
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Designated Judge shall mean any Trial Judge designated by the Chief
Justice for the performance of duties in a jurisdiction other than the one
to which he was elected or appointed.
APPOINTMENT OF SECRETARY.
Section 6. Said Chief Justice shall have authority to employ a Secre-
tary. Said Secretary may be removed at any time at the option of said
Chief Justice with or without cause.
DUTIES OF CIRCUIT COURT CLERKS.
Section 7. For the purpose of granting Probate of Wills, issuing letters
testamentary and of administration, filing reports, accounts, and petitions
of executors, administrators, guardians, and trustees filing claims against
estates and issuing process and notices required in Probate matters, filing
and offering to file pleadings, motions, petitions, applications, including
motions for a new trial, and for a venire de nove, the Clerks of the Circuit
Courts shall keep the courts open in term time during the absence of the
Judge thereof; and such business done by the Clerk shall be subject to
the, supervision of the Court upon the appearance of a Judge as presiding
officer of said Court.
EXPENSES.
Section 8. Said Chief Justice, his Secretary, designated Judges, and
all other Judges, and Reporters of various Courts, in addition to their
salaries, shall be allowed their actual traveling expenses and maintenance
expense while transacting business in counties other than their respective
residences and when attending meetings at the call of said Chief Justice.
Said expenses shall be submitted to and approved by said Chief Justice
and paid from the State Treasury.
PENALTY.
Section 9. Failure of any Judge or Court Reporter to comply with the
order of the Chief Justice or the properly authorized and promulgated
rules and regulations shall be sufficient cause for the removal of such
official from office.
APPROPRIATION.
Section 10. All money appropriated for the per diem and expenses of
Special Judges shall be applied to the defraying of the expenses incurred
by the enactment of this Statute and there is hereby appropriated the
additional sum of $- to defray any and all expenses contem-
plated in this Act.
REPEALING CLAUSE.
Section 11. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed. All remedies and matters of procedure and methods for the trans-
action of businss of the courts and the appointment of Judges which
might otherwise be considered as cumulative are hereby repealed, and the
remedies, methods of procedure, and the appointment of Judges provided
herein, shall be deemed exclusive.
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EMERGENCY.
Section 12. Whereas, an emergency exists for the immediate taking
effect of this Act, the same shall be in force and effect from and after
its passage.
The foregoing report was approved by the Association by a
motion which provided that the bill on procedural reform con-
tained therein together with Judge Sharpnack's bill for the or-
ganization of circuit and superior courts which is printed with
it, be fully considered and discussed by the Association at the
Mid Winter meeting to be called prior to January 1, 1931.
After the presentation of a prepared paper on "Air Law" by
Byron K. Elliott of St. Louis, Missouri, which paper will be pub-
lished in a forthcoming issue of the Indiana Law Journal, Mr.
Frank N. Richman of Columbus, Indiana, addressed the Asso-
ciation in part as follows:
REMARKS OF MR. FRANK N. RICHMAN
Mr. Richman's paper dealt with the finances of the Associa-
tion, diselosing that it owes the printer of the Law Journal about
$5,000, debt which has been accumulating in the past three
years, and that the only assets are dues of which over $12,000
were delinquent on June 16, 1930. All but $2,000 being more
than a year past due. Only 854 out of 1,861 members were not
delinquent. The present budget is approximately $8,500 and the
annual income about $7,000. While the activities of the Asso-
ciation have been multiplied the dues have remained at their
original figure, $5.00 per annum. When this amount was fixed
no one contemplated the present broad program, including an
annual mid-winter meeting, the state-wide essay and oratorical
contests on The Constitution and the publication of the Indiana
Law Journal which alone is costing about $4,500 each year. The
paper contained a detailed analysis of the finances covering the
years 1927, 1928 and 1929, and concluded as follows:
Three ways have been suggested by which the financial prob-
lems of the Association may be solved:
First, collect the delinquent dues. This, I believe, can be done
if the members from each county will conduct a personal office-
to-office campaign. Upon payment of one-third of the amount
outstanding, the Association will have enough to pay its debts.
Dropping the delinquents from the list of members will not
bring in money from them, but may improve the morale of the
Association.
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With a fresh start we can continue the present program by
raising the dues to seven dollars a year. Twelve hundred paying
members are needed. Surely out of thirty-five hundred lawyers
in the state, eighteen hundred of whom have already been inter-
ested to the extent of paying at least one year's dues, more than
twelve hundred will be found who sufficiently appreciate the
worth of the Association to pay, not owe, seven dollars for the
benefit derived.
Finally, if necessary, the cost of the Law Journal can be re-
duced. This I hesitate to recommend. A more complete analy-
sis should be made. I have had but a short time for investiga-
tion and have given you only the facts that are easily obtained.
It seems desirable that this phase of the financial problem should
be given prompt consideration by the new board of managers
with whom should be left the burden of decision.
There is, of course, a fourth alternative, to discontinue pub-
lication of the Journal. If the Indiana State Bar Association is
to be merely an annual social occasion, we need no magazine, no
oratorical contest, no committees, no legal education, and no
legislation except, perhaps, the repeal of the eighteenth amend-
ment. But if we are to carry out the purposes for which the
Association was incorporated: "to cultivate the science of juris-
prudence; to secure the efficient administration of justice; to
promote reform in the law; to facilitate proper legislation; to
effect through legal education; to uphold and advance the wel-
fare of the profession of law; and (least important of all) to
encourage social intercourse among the lawyers of the State of
Indiana," we must pursue more diligently those activities which
during the past half dozen years have given the Association new
vitality. Not only that, but without surrendering our individual
independence of thought and action, we must find new ways of
service in which bench and bar can unite to the end that this
Association may speak with authority for the legal profession
of Indiana and take a leading part in the solution of the many
governmental problems of this complete civilization.
FRIDAY MORNING, JULY 11, 1930
The meeting convened at 9:00, President Ogden presiding.
The session was opened by William C. Coryell of Marion, who
urged the appointment of a full time secretary for the Associa-
tion and who threatened to attend every meeting of the Associa-
tion until such secretary were appointed. The Association vigor-
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ously applauded Mr. Coryell's suggestion but failed to take fur-
ther action upon it.
Senator William F. Hodges of Gary spoke to the Association
on the subject of "A Revisor of Statutes," explaining the func-
tions of the revisor as outlined by the Wisconsin laws on that
subject. Following Senator Hodges' remarks Honorable Frank
T. Boesel, ex-president of the Wisconsin Bar Association and a
member of the advisory committee of his association to advise
the Supreme Court of Wisconsin on remedial reform, read a pre-
pared paper, "How the Revisor Plan Works in Wisconsin,"
which is reprinted in part herein:
HOW THE REVISOR PLAN WORKS IN WISCONSIN
Some three or four centuries ago, the great Lord Coke, de-
scribed by Blackstone as "a man of infinite learning," is reported
to have said:
"If I am asked a question of common law, I should be ashamed
if I could not immediately answer it; but if I am asked a ques-
tion of statute law, I should be ashamed to answer it without
referring to the Statute Book."
Needless to state that the Statute Book of Lord Coke's time,
circa the year 1600, is not the Statute Book of today, for as we
all know, ever since that time there has been an uninterrupted
and continuous "piling of Ossa on Pelion," in the enactment of
laws, until now we are literally buried beneath a towering mass
of statutory law, a veritable morass, from which we are almost
in vain trying to extricate ourselves.
The importance of having the Statute Law in such form and
shape as to be continually "up to date," something that is im-
peratively required nowadays in every other line of endeavor
or undertaking, and at the same time having the law easily
accessible and quickly ascertainable, and readily understood
when found, cannot be overestimated, and is a consummation
devoutly to be hoped for.
The Statute Book is the most frequently used tool of the
active practicing lawyer, one to which he must refer almost
daily-for I doubt whether there is one among us rash enough
to do what Lord Coke refused to do in his day, namely, trust our
memory with the exact wording of a statute in advising our
clients. Not only the lawyer, but the layman as well, is presumed
to know the law. In fact, everyone is presumed to know the law,
except Courts of superior jurisdiction, for as is stated by our
Supreme Court in Grace vs. Mitchell, 31 Wisconsin, 540:
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"It is said that every, person is presumed to know the law
whether in public station or private. Every magistrate and
officer is presumed to know it. Certain superior magistrates and
officers are exempt from liability if they happen to mistake the
law, but it is not so with inferiors."
All of which would seem to demontrate most conclusively, that
it is the positive duty of the State to provide and furnish at a
fair and reasonable cost, not only for the lawyers of the courts,
but for the laymen as well, a Statute Book, containing the com-
plete body of the written law, up to date, and continually so,
the very best that modern methods can devise, so that the prime
function and purpose of the State, i. e. the administration of
justice, without hindrance or delay, may be more fully if not
completely realized.
The problem involved in the matter under consideration herein
is that of accurately and expeditiously correlating new and
amendatory laws to the existing Statute law of the State, to
the end that any given time there may be had a book or books,
containing a correct analysis and intelligent arrangement of all
the general laws of the State, in proper principal subdivisions
of chapters and sections and subdivisions thereof, as harmonious
and consistent parts of an entire whole.
New laws as they arrive from the legislative grist mills, must
be made to fit into the general scheme of the existing Revised
Statutes, without disturbing (too much) the general plan to
which we may have become accustomed. These laws must be
assimilated and congregated under particular and special titles
or chapters, so that these latter may comprise, as far as prac-
ticable, the entire law on a particular subject matter, so that the
lawyer, or court, or layman, if you choose, need not look beyond
the last revision to ascertain and find the law, the general stat-
utory law of a particular jurisdiction, as it exists and is to be
applied and enforced at the time required.
The State of Wisconsin undertook the study of this problem
some twenty years or more ago, and it went at it in the same
way that it has undertaken the solution of a great many of other
problems, social, economic, educational and political (many of
which have made Wisconsin famous), with the result that it has
devised what has become known as the Wisconsin Plan of Stat-
utory Revision.
It is my purpose to explain the plan to you as well as I can in
the brief time allotted to me on your program. The subject
deals with what may be termed "the mechanics of the science (if
there be such) of legislation."
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When I began the practice of law in Wisconsin in 1899, I was
fortunate in commencing my legal work with State Statutes
which had been thoroughly revised and brought down to date
and annotated, only the year before (1898), and known as The
Wisconsin Statutes of 1898, an official edition published by the
State. Each paragraph or section of the statutes was followed
by a reference to the session law or laws from which it was
derived, and was annotated by a concise statement of the deci-
sions of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, and United States Su-
preme Court, and Federal Courts, in which the sections had been
interpreted and applied. This revision was in the line of a well
beaten and illuminated pathway, following as it did the great
work of the revisors of 1878, William F. Vilas, Judge David
Taylor and J. P. Cottrill, all outstanding men of the Wisconsin
Bar.
This was very convenient and helpful at first, but as the years
passed by, these statutes grew very much out of date and less
reliable and dependable, as legislatures continued to meet and
amend, repeal or add to these statutes. Pasting adhesive slips
in the margin of the statutory book, showing chapters of amend-
ing or repealing law, was resorted to for some years by attor-
neys, and my old copy of the 1898 Statutes still shows the effect
of these efforts and temporary makeshifts.
In 1906 a large volume supplement was issued as a private
and unofficial enterprise, in which these amendments, additions
and repeals were set forth in full, with notes by the publishers.
But this also grew out of date before long, and so in 1909, it
was decided to have a new complete revised edition of the gen-
eral laws compiled and issued by the State, immediately after
each general session of the legislature.
This new departure in statutory "up to date," biennial revi-
sion is known, and may be properly called, the "Wisconsin Plan
of Continuous Statutory Revision." Its success is without ques-
tion. It is considered by all who are familiar with its operation
as the best plan thus far devised, and it is continually growing
in favor. May I read you part of a letter written to our Re-
visor, by the general solicitor of one of the nation's greatest
railroad systems:
"Our road operates through or into thirteen states and with the excep-
tion of Wisconsin, we have substantially all of the difficulties in each of
those states your paper suggests when we undertake to find all of the
expressions, including the latest, of the legislature of the given state on
a question of interest to us. You have done a public service in simplify-
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ing and making intelligible the explanation of your plan. I congratulate
you on the excellence of your work."
The Legislature of Wisconsin, in June, 1909, passed an act
known as Chapter 546 of the Laws of Wisconsin, 1909. I am
reliably informed that the credit for the enactment of this im-
portant legislation is to be given to former Senator John M.
Whitehead, former Assemblyman Herman Ekern and the first
revisor of statutes, Lyman J. Nash.3
The constitutionality of this Act was seriously questioned soon
after its passage, and in an elaborate and learned opinion writ-
ten by C. J. Winslow, in 141 Wis. 592, (In re: Appointment of
Revisor) its constitutionality was sustained by a divided court,
four in favor and three against. It is interesting to note that
this opinion was handed down by the court without any litigated
case pending before it, but simply suc sponte, the Chief Justice
stating that the question of the constitutionality of the law had
been raised, by a member of the Court, and that as a result, the
subject had been taken up and considered.
The majority of the court sustained the act, if I analyze it
correctly, on the ground that the Revisor was, or could be con-
sidered as an assistant or employee of the court, and that the
work involved was judicial in nature, rather than legislative.
The minority took the view that the duties pertained to and
were a part of the executive and administrative or functions of
the legislative branch of the government, entirely unrelated to
the judicial department. One of the dissenting opinions refers
to the work of the Revisor as resembling that of a "legislative
committee." However, the validity of the act was never again
questioned after the announcement of this somewhat ex parte
opinion, and I leave the question without further discussion,
assuring you, however, that you will find interesting reading in
the able opinions of the justices to be found in this case.4
A most important duty, and a most welcome one to all lawyers
of Wisconsin, is imposed on the Revisor by Section 35.23, which
obliges him to prepare from time to time such annotations as
will keep the annotations contained in the volume known as
"Wisconsin Annotations" down to date, and to print such con-
tinuations in the appendix of each biennial issue of Wisconsin
Statutes.
The last legislature passed an act known as Chapter 191 of
3 The speaker quoted the statute: Laws of Wisconsin, 1909, c. 546, p. 775.
4 The speaker quoted the statute, as it now stands: Wis. Stat., 1929,
43.07, 43.08. He also referred to section 35.07, subd. 4; section 35.08,
subd. 3; section 35.35, subd. 1, 5; section 35.19.
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the Laws of 1929, which provides for the preparation and pub-
lication by the Revisor of Statutes of a new and complete edi-
tion of Wisconsin Annotations to the Statutes, and which
publication is to contain the Wisconsin Constitution, Notes of
the legislative history of the several sections of the Statutes,
and Annotations of Court decisions interpreting the Wisconsin
Constitution and Statutes, "and such other matters as he may
deem important and included." This volume will be sold at
cost to any one who desires to procure the same (and it is esti-
mated that the cost will be in the neighborhood of $5.00, the
same price as the previous volume. The edition is limited to
five thousand copies) 5
I now come to what is perhaps the most interesting part,-to
lawyers at least, of this experiment-if I may so call it-
although it has long since passed the point of experimentation,
namely the Cost of the Statutes.
Section 35.90 provides that the Statutes and Annotations shall
be sold at cost prices by the superintendent of public property
and the cost shall not include any cost of revision or annotations.
The result is that we have never paid more than $5.00 for these
statutes, annotated, since the act went in effect in 1909, and I
can assure you that the State is not losing any money in the
venture. In fact, I have been assured that if the copies which
the State Law and county officials and libraries (there being
over 2,000 of such copies so distributed biennially) were charged
for at the regular rate, then the issue of the general statutes
every two years might be completed without expense to the State
of Wisconsin, and more, it might even be made a source of
revenue.6
REVISION OR REVISOR'S BILLS
As has been heretofore stated, the Revisor is charged with
the duty of drafting and presenting to the Judiciary Committee
of the Senate, such bills for the consideration and revision of
the statutes or any part thereof as can be completed from time
to time. (43.08.)
The work of preparing these bills is very much like the work
of previous Revisors who drafted bills which later came to be
known as Revised Statutes of 1878 and 1898, except that the
present plan provides for topical revision, while previous Re-
5 The speaker referred to Wis. Stat., 1929, section 35.18 on printing and
publishing.
6 In discussing the cost of printing, the speaker referred to Wis. Stat.,
1929, section 20.64.
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visions were entire and general in their scope. Revision bills
are studied by legislative committees and by others (for in-
stance corporation, insurance, or railroad attorneys in co-opera-
tion with the Revisor) and like other bills, they are without
effect until passed by the Legislature and approved by the Gov-
ernor.7
An additional co-operative state agency, providing an effective
remedy against conflicting, inconsistent and ambiguous and in-
harmonious legislation was established in Wisconsin, in 1901,
in the organization of the Drafting Department of the Legis-
lative Reference Library, which was founded, organized and
established upon a firm basis by the late Dr. Charles McCarthy,
who remained its director until his death, 1921. I have not the
time to tell you about the workings of this very interesting and
important institution, but it is undoubtedly known to most, if
not all of you, as its fame has spread throughout the United
States, and it has been adopted in many states and perhaps you
have such an institution in Indiana. However, I would like to
have you remember, that it was the first institution of its kind,
that it originated in Wisconsin, and that it is a very good illus-
tration of the so-called "Progressive Wisconsin Idea." The work
of this Department is highly specialiezd. It offers a technical
and legal service for the members of the legislature, to assist
them in fitting the measures in which they are interested into
the statutes, and making them consistent with the existing body
of laws in this state. This service is rendered by attorneys who
have had wide experience in this Work. In Wisconsin every bill
which makes changes in the general laws of the state, is drafted
as an amendment to the existing body of the statutes, and in
such a manner that every bill shows exactly the change made.
Ideas for bills are furnished by members and no bill is ever
drafted except upon written instructions from members. The
work done by the library consists of putting these ideas of mem-
bers into statutory form. No bill is delivered until the member
is entirely -satisfied therewith. Its services are recognized and
fully appreciated by all members of the Legislature, and others
interested in legislation.
It must be evident that every legislative bill at some time
during its progress and before final enactment, should be sub-
mitted to some competent person or persons, to examine, and
to pass upon, not the propriety or policy of the proposed law,
T The legal effect of "Revision Bills" is considered in Wisconsin Gas. Etc.
Co. v. Fort Atkinson, 193 Wis. 232; State v. Lyons, 183 Wis. 107; and Van
Rrunt v. School District, 195 Wis. 493.
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that being strictly a legislative function, but with reference to
its form, terms used, language, possible construction or mis-
construction, all for the purpose of ascertaining whether the
proposed law conflicts directly or indirectly with an older or
other laws or laws, on a somewhat similar subject matter, per-
haps contained in another part of the existing Statute Law, and
to prevent duplication, ambiguities, obscurities and technical
defects.
The utter impossibility of large political bodies like legisla-
tures to give the time and attention necessary to the building up
of a compact, clear and efficient body of Statute Law, and par-
ticularly an accurate revision of the entire body, or of some
important part thereof, is known to all who now come in active
contact with this important matter.
Special commissions have done commendable work in the past,
buf/ the job is getting bigger and more difficult every year.
The modern statutes are so voluminous now, that an accurate
and thorough revision by the Legislature, or a committee of the
Legislature, or a commission, is a Herculean task. Such a gen-
eral or bulk revision, however, if and when properly made, fur-
nishes a solid base for the institution of the Revision Plan. For,
when statutes have been once revised, they ought to stay that
way, and they can be made to stay that way by the adoption of
the Wisconsin Plan.
I have been asked to tell you about "How the Revisor Plan
Works in Wisconsin." My answer, if you have not already dis-
cerned it, is that it works very well indeed. It is a simple
device for simplifying and clarifying the existing statutory law
of the state, making it ready, available and accessible to all,
and particularly in keeping it so by constant complete biennial
revisions, reliably annotated. I have not seen it surpassed any-
where.
A writer in the June, 1925, Illinois Law Review, after con-
sidering and discussing the Wisconsin Plan, says: "This is not
a beautiful theory or dream. It works. It is a complette suc-
cess." And then he adds "because there is at the head of it, a
man of unusual ability and sincere devotion to his duty, E. E.
Brossard, a distinguished member of the Wisconsin Bar. He
has faithfully acted in that capacity since 1922." I heartily
endorse this sentiment. Like all other plans, it requires, for its
successful operation, a man who has trained himself for the
task. Wisconsin has been fortunate indeed in having had such
a man who inaugurated this system in 1910, Honorable Lyman
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J. Nash, and the present incumbent just named, who has so suc-
cessfully continued the work.
The report of the committee on nomination and election of
judges was read by Mr. James Bingham, which report explained
how the two major political parties of the state had arranged
for the nomination of candidates for judge of the Supreme and
Appellate court before the candidates for other state offices were
nominated.
After Professor Bernard C. Gavit had read a prepared paper,
"Legal Education and Admission to the Bar," which paper will
be published in a forthcoming issue of the Indiana Law Journal,
the committee on legal education submitted its report as follows:
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LEGAL EDUCATION
Your Committee on Legal Education submits the following
report and recommendations:
The activities of the committee from the date of its appoint-
ment until the mid-year meeting of the Association held at
Indianapolis, January 16, 1930, were then reported to the Asso-
ciation.
Since that time, in the January, 1930, number of the Indiana
Law Journal (Vol. 5, No. 4) was published a supplementary
report which contained the draft of a proposed bill to be sub-
mitted to the next General Assembly. This bill, in thirty-four
sections, was designed to revise the statutory law of Indiana
concerning admission of lawyers to the bar, prescribing rules
of conduct for members of the bar, and providing the method of
suspension and disbarment because of misconduct. Except as
to admission, the bill made few, if any, radical changes in exist-
ing statutes.
As to admission, however, the procedure set forth in the bill
constituted a complete departure from present practice, in this
essential respect, namely: jurisdiction to admit applicants was
placed in the Supreme Court and, ipso facto, taken from all
inferior courts of the state. The committee was then, and still
is, of the opinion that this change is a necessary step toward
uniform and improved requirements for admission to practice
law in the courts of Indiana.
The committee's more difficult problem, however, has been to
determine for itself whether any other steps are necessary or
desirable.
The published bill fixed two p~riods each year at which candi-
dates for admission, who had filed applications in form pre-
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scribed by the bill, should present- themselves for examination,
on subjects stated in the bill, by a committee of bar examiners
appointed by the Supreme Court, whose recommendations the
Court might accept or reject, for constitutional reasons or other-
wise.
This part of the proposed bill the committee now believes to
be neither necessary nor desirable. In fact, according to the
views of many courts the legislature has no inherent right to
determine upon what conditions persons shall be admitted to
practice law, for the reason that lawyers are officers of the
court and the power to prescribe the conditions under which
they shall become such officers, as well as the power to admit
them, is a judicial and not a legislative function.
There seems to be no occasion in Indiana for a division of
responsibility. If the Supreme Court is to be given exclusive
jurisdiction to admit, then it should prescribe the qualifications
of applicants and the procedure to be followed by them to gain
admission, and should not be constrained by any legislation on
the subject.
It is desirable that adequate rules and regulations be estab-
lished, printed and made available to prospective candidates so
that they may know, if possible, before they begin the study of
law, what tests they will have to pass to gain admission. Such
rules can be promulgated by the court more easily and more
surely than by act of the legislature. If changes need to be
made, rules adopted by court order can by subsequent order
readily be amended. A law enacted by the General Assembly is
not so easily changed. The public generally, including those
members of the Assembly who are not lawyers, are much less
concerned or interested than the Judges of the Supreme Court
in raising the standards of the profession.
With these and other considerations in mind, your Committee
has prepared, now submits, and recommends for presentation
by the proper committee of the Association to the next General
Assembly, a bill in the following language:
"A BILL FOR AN ACT CONCERNING ATTORNEYS AT LAW, GIV-
ING THE SUPREME COURT EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION TO AD-
MIT ATTORNEYS TO PRACTICE LAW IN ALL COURTS AND
REPEALING ALL LAWS IN CONFLICT THEREWITH.
"BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
STATE OF INDIANA:
"SECTION 1. The Supreme Court of this state shall have exclusivejurisdiction to admit attorneys to practice law in all courts of the state
under such rules and regulations as it may prescribe.
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"SECTION 2. All laws or parts of laws in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed."
If this bill shall be enacted, the Committee has faith to believe
that the Supreme Court of Indiana, responsive to the desires of
this association for adequate and uniform standards for admis-
sion to the bar, will promulgate and enforce, within constitu-
tional limits, rules and procedure that will result in the exclu-
sion of most, if not all, of the unprepared and undesirable, and
the admission of those candidates who will reflect credit and
honor upon the profession.
(Signed) HUGH E. WILLIS.
WALTER R. ARNOLD.
B. HOWARD CAUGHRAN.
FRANK N. RICHMAN, Chairman.
Judge Clarence R. Martin of the Supreme Court, who is a
member of the Committee, has not signed the foregoing report
but makes the following statement with reference thereto:
"Being a member of the Supreme Court as well as a member of your
Committee on Legal Education, for obvious reasons, I prefer not to join
in the committee's report. However, I desire to state that personally I
favor any movement that will aid in accomplishing the desired result,
namely to raise the standard of qualifications required of members of the
bar, and in the discussion of your report I will be glad to state the sub-
stance of a proposed amendment to Rule 41 (regarding admissions) which
is already under consideration by the Supreme Court."
CLARENCE R. MARTIN.
The foregoing report was approved and adopted by the Asso-
ciation. Mr. Franklin G. Davidson, chairman of the committee
on Criminal Jurisprudence, declined to make any report for his
committee but suggested that a report might be forthcoming
from his reticent group at some future meeting of the Associa-
tion.
Professor Walter E. Treanor, in rendering the report of the
editor of the Law Journal, reported his pleasure in retiring
from office and his appreciation at the splendid spirit of co-
operation of the Bar.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JULY 11, 1930
The meeting convened at 2:00 o'clock, President Ogden pre-
siding. Judge T. B. Cunningham, chairman of the committee
appointed to compile and draft a bill for the separate election
of judges, reported that the work of his committtee had been
suspended pending the November election on a constitutional
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convention. The report was adopted by the Association and the
committee was continued for another year.
Mr. James B. Little of Indianapolis offered a resolution to the
Association, prefacing his resolution with remarks in part as
follows:
REMARKS OF MR. JAMES B. LITTLE
Yesterday in the various reports made, particularly those of
the Secretary-Treasurer and the Board of Managers, we had a
number of figures presented to the Association as to the condi-
tion of its finances. I take issue with one item of those reports
particularly, and that is the listing of dues back for a period of
seven years as an asset, bringing out assets up to a total of
over $12,000.
I believe, and I believe you will agree with me, that dues in
an association of the character of this are neither an actual or
a moral asset, particularly after a period of one or two years,
but with that we found we had an indebtedness of something
like four thousand dollars.
Now, the only way to meet our obligations is to create funds,
obtain revenues in order to do so. The fact of it is, on a strict
accounting basis, it occurs to me that this Association at this
time is made up both from the federal sense and from the state
definition, so if you will permit me, I will read this resolution
and it will be placed in your hands:
BE IT RESOLVED: That Article XIII of the By-Laws of this Associa-
tion be and is amended to read as follows:
"The dues of this Association shall be seven ($7.00) dollars per year,
payable annually in advance on the first day of each year. Any member
who neglects to pay his dues for any year at or before the next annual
meeting, shall not be entitled to any of the privileges of membership and
may upon direction of the Board of Managers be dropped from the mem-
bership roll. Any member who shall at any annual meeting owe dues for
two years, shall then by the Secretary be dropped from the membership
roll. At the time when the treasurer sends his bill for current dues, if
any member is then delinquent, the bill shall so state and shall contain
notice of the substance of this by-law."
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this amendment shall become effec-
tive on the first day of January, 1931.
The resolution was amended as follows:
"Be it further provided that no member whose name has been dropped
by reason of non-payment of dues shall be reinstated or received to new
membership in the Association until and unless all of his delinquent dues
have been paid in full."
The amendment was offered by Mr. Arnold, seconded by Mr.
Carlyle and adopted by the Association.
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The original resolution as amended was unanimously adopted
by the Association.
Judge Clarence R. Martin of the Supreme Court of Indiana
spoke to the Association, which address is reprinted in full:
REMARKS OF JUDGE CLARENCE R. MARTIN
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: Immediately before
the noon recess Mr. Richman's report of the committee on legal
education which was adopted referred to the fact that I did' not
join in the report because of my membership on the Supreme
Court to which was given some additional duties by that pro-
posed bill. It was stated in the discussion of his motion that
I would report to you a proposed amendment to Rule 41 of the
Supreme Court which is now under consideration.
For the reason already read to you by Chairman Richman I
did not sign the report, and for the same reason I shall not dis-
cuss the bill therein proposed.
Having in mind the same general purpose, namely, to raise
the standards of qualifications of members of the bar, I have
already suggested to the other members of the Supreme Court
a proposed amendment to Rule 41 concerning admissions, which
may be of interest to you, and the same is now being considered
in connection with the amendment and restatement of the Rules,
which is now in process.
This proposed amendment is in part as follows:
Rule 41
"Clause 1. An original application by a person to be admitted
to practice law must be made in the county in Indiana in which
such person resides. (In re Holt, 183 Ind.. 268.) Every person
of good moral character, being a voter in Indiana (§ 21, Art. 7,
Const., § 188 Burns 1926), and admitted to practice law in a
court of record in any county of Indiana and in good standing
in that court, shall be entitled to practice law in the Supreme
and Appellate Courts, but the right to have his or her name
enrolled upon the roster of attorneys in either of said courts
is subject to the judicial discretion of the court concerning the
applicant's qualifications, both as to moral character and knowl-
edge of the law."
"Clause 2 has to do with lawyers not resident in Indiana and
follows the provisions of § 1035 of the Statute.
"Clause S. An applicant for admission to the bar of the Su-
preme and Appellate Courts must be twenty-one years of age
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or over, of good moral character, a bona fide resident and voter
of the State of Indiana, admitted to the practice of law in a
county court of record within the state and actually engaged in
the practice of law therein. Such applicant shall furnish proof
that he is a graduate of a high school, or possesses an education
equivalent thereto, and that he has also completed five years of
study and/or practice as follows:
(a) Two years successful study of an ordinary undergradu-
ate course (not professional) in an approved college or univer-
sity and three years successful study in and graduation from
an approved law school or
(b) Three years successful study in and graduation from an
approved law school and two years practice of law within this
state, or
(c) Five years practice of law, three years of which shall
have been within this state."
"Clause 4 provides for the form of the application, for a thirty
day period during which notice is given in the county of appli-
cant's residence and in the office of the Clerk of the Supreme
Court and also the provisions of the present rule regarding the
motion for admission.
Such a rule if adopted by the court would not regulate ad-
missions in the nisi prius courts nor prevent a lawyer admitted
therein from practicing in the Supreme Court, as he now has
the right to do. But it would provide the proper educational
qualification for all whose names are hereafter placed on the
roster of attorneys of the Supreme Court and to whom certifi-
cates are issued. It would certainly cure the evil, if such evil
exists, of unqualified lawyers going from Indiana into other
states with certificates from the Clerk of the Supreme Court,
and would, I believe, practically serve to take Indiana from its
lone position and place it in the class of all the jurisdictions in
America.
I
I have prepared and will hand to the reporter, but need not
read, tables (in the same form as those submitted at the last
two annual meetings for purposes of comparison), showing the
present state of the Regular, Advanced and Transfer Dockets
of the Supreme Court.
These tables show (Table 1) the distribution of cases by years
and (Table 2) to the several judges. Other tables are also in-
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cluded showing (Table 3) the number of new cases filed each
year and (Table 4) the number of opinions of the court and the
several judges thereof, for the past several years.
An analysis of these tables will doubtless be made by mem-
bers who are particularly interested, but to show the trend of
the figures generally I will make a few brief statements:
I. As to increase or decrease of distributed cases and peti-
tions to transfer.
II. Comparison of condition of Dockets with condition one
and two years ago.
III. Comparison of number of cases decided for past three
years.
I will be brief, because I know statistics are dry. (They will
not be dry, however, for Judge Coulter or Professor Treanor,
one of whom will inherit next January more than one-third of
all the pending cases before the court.)
The total number of distributed cases and petitions to transfer
this year is increasing over last year, 38 new cases and 53 peti-
tions to transfer, total 91, being docketed during the first six
months of 1930, as against 96 new cases and 70 petitions to
transfer, total 166, for the calendar year of 1920.
The number of cases appealed directly to the Supreme Court
continues to decrease. It is the number of petitions to transfer
cases from the Appellate to the Supreme Court (which had also
been decreasing but which is now increasing) that is the cause
of the total increase.
In the first six months of this year 19 new cases appeared on
the Regular Docket. In the year 1929 there were 39; in 1928,
54; in 1927, 71.
In the first six months of this year 19 new cases appeared on
the Advance Docket. In the year 1929 there were 57; in 1928,
104; in 1927, 140. (The 1928 and 1927 figures include some
criminal cases of a class now appealable to the Appellate Court.)
In the first six months of this year 53 petitions to transfer
were filed. In the year 1929 there were 70; in 1928, 76; in
1927, 90.
II
There are now:
On the Regular Docket 84 cases, as against 90 cases a year
ago and as against 71 cases two years ago.
On the Advance Docket 95 cases, as against 102 cases a year
ago and as against 235 cases two years ago (about 125 of the
latter cases being transferred to the Appellate Court under the
Act of 1929).
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The total number of distributed cases on both these dockets,
fully briefed and ready for decision, is 179 as against 192 cases
a year ago and as against 306 cases two years ago.
There are now on the Transfer Docket 113 cases as against
109 cases a year ago and as against 126 cases two years ago.
The cases are assigned to the judges in rotation. Owing to
different length of service, possibly to the different character of
cases assigned and speed with which work is accomplished, (and,
of course, quality of work cannot be sacrificed for quantity), the
dockets of some of the judges are quite congested while others
are almost clear of cases. The greatest number of distributed
cases now assigned to any judge is 59, the least number 7. The
greatest number of petitions to transfer now assigned to any
judge is 53, the least number 8.
There is such a great difference between cases that no accurate
estimate can be made as to how long it will take to decide them,
but comparing the tabulation of the pending cases with the tabu-
lation of the opinions that have appeared in the reports over a
period of several years, it may be estimated that the cases now
assigned to:
District 4--will be decided within Y,3 year.
District 3-will be decided within 1/2 year.
District 1-will be decided within 2 years.
District 5-will be decided within 3 years.
District 2-will be decided within a somewhat longer
period.
Of course, as some judges catch up with their dockets an
equalization of the cases may be accomplished by reassignment.
III
The total number of opinions appearing in the North Eastern
Reporter during the past year is 86, as compared with 131 last
year and 83 the year before last.
The average number of published opinions per year per judge
over the last three years is 20, (the greatest number in one year
being 37, and the smallest number being 6).
While it is true that the number of published opinions by this
court is smaller than that of most courts of appeal, yet it is also
true that an increasing proportion of the work of the court-
such as the consideration of those cases in which petitions to
transfer are denied, and considerations of original actions for
writs of mandate and prohibition-does not appear in the
printed reports.
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From the figures submitted in the tables it appears (A) that
the number of cases now pending in the court is less than it has
been for several years.
(B) That cases are now being decided at a rate faster than
new cases are being distributed.
(C) That the present burdensome delay in the decision of
cases is caused by an accumulation of cases on the dockets of
some of the members of the court and that it will be possible
in time to eliminate that accumulation.
This may be done by an acceleration of effort and by a reas-
signment of the cases as members whose dockets are not so
crowded get their dockets clear.
One of the judges (Gemmill) inherited more than thirty cases
when he came on the Court. In the five and one-half years that
he has been a member of the Court the high tide of the number
of appeals was reached, yet at the present time he has cleared
his Regular and Advance Dockets of all but seven cases, and his
Transfer Docket of all but eight cases. Soon after Court recon-
venes in the autumn he should have all his dockets clear.
TABLE 1.
Showing Distribution by Years of All Cases Pending on July 3, 1930.
Regular . ....
1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930
.. 27 24 19 14
Total
84
Advance ------------- 1 10 22 24 . 24 14 95
1 10 49 48 43 28 179
Transfer ------------- 2 6 22 25 30 28 113
3 16 71 73 73 56 292
Original cases --------.-- 7 7 14
Petitions to recertify
criminal cases from
Appellate Court ----------. .- .. 33
Grand total --------------------- 339
TABLE 2.
Showing Disthibution to Judges of All Cases Pending July 3, 1930.
Ist Dist. 2nd Dist.
Willoughby Myers
Regular Docket ---- 22 22
3d Dist.
Martin
7
4th Dist. 5th Dist.
Gemmill Travis
2 31
Advance Docket ---- 22 35 5 5 28 95
T o t a I distributed
cases ------------ 44 57 12 7 59 179
Total
84
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Cases on petitions to
transfer -------- 53 16 18 8 18 113
Total cases and
transfer cases --- 97 73 30 15 77 292
Original cases -----..-- -- -- 14
Pets. to recertify
f r o m Appellate
Court .. .. .. - 33
Grand total ----------------- 339
TABLE 3.
Showing Number of New Cases Placed on Each Docket During
Past 3% Years.
1927
Regular docket ----------------------- 71
Advance docket --------------------- 140
Total cases ------------------------- 211
Transfer docket ---------------------- 90
Total cases and transfers ------------- 301
1928
54
104
158
76
234
1929
39
57
96
70
166
1930
19
19
38
53
91
TAB
Showing Opinions Writte7
o
06
-4
udge 
-,
Willoughby -------------- 14
Myers ------------------- 8
M artin ----------------- 25
Gemmill ----------------- 18
Travis ------------------ 13
Per curiam -------------- 5
T otal ----------------- 83
LE 4.
in Preceding Three Years.
M-4-
'-s4
00
o
0 C1
22
10
37
26
26
10
131
61
C11
19
6
25
19
11
6
86
Upon the motion of Mr. Carlyle the action of the board of
managers in dropping persons now delinquent for more than
three years in payment of dues was approved notwithstanding
any provisions of the by-laws to the contrary.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
0
.
18+
8
29
21
17-
7
100
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Senator J. Clyde Hoffman addressed the Association on "The
Indiana Tax Survey Committee, Its Purpose and Program,"
which address will be printed in full in a forthcoming issue of
the Indiana Law Journal. After the reading of Mr. Hoffman's
paper, Dean Paul V. McNutt of the Indiana University Law
School addressed the Association.
REMARKS OF DEAN PAUL V. McNUTT
Mr. President, the most ambitious undertaking in the history
of the legal profession in America has been undertaking the
orderly restatement of the common law.
That work has been going on for a number of years. We are
beginning to see the proof of the great labor that has been ex-
pended upon it. At this time three of the final restatements are
about ready for publication. Those restatements are conflicts
of laws.
During the last three months it has been possible for the law
institute to make satisfactory arrangement with several law
publishers in order that the work of the institute may be placed
in the hands of the profession generally at the lowest possible
cost.
In order to make these restatements valuable to the members
of the profession within the state, they should be accompanied
by annotations for the state, and that is the plan. In other
words, the plan as now under way contemplates the publication
of a volume-I have here one of the dummies, containing the
restatements of the American Law Institute in the fore part,
and inserted, not bound but using the loose-leaf feature, would
be the annotations for each of the states.
In other words, this plan will make these restatements prac-
tical for each one of the members of the profession. Several
attempts have been made during the past year to obtain the
active cooperation of the Indiana State Bar Association. The
present President and the members of the Board of Managers,
of course, have been favorable to this work. We all realize that
it must be done, if the work of the American Law Institute is to
have its greatest benefit for the profession and the present prob-
lem is this: securing the annotations for Indiana.
The plan, it is submitted, should be to have a committee of the
Indiana State Bar Association, that committee to consist of rep-
resentatives of the bench, of the active bar, and of the teaching
profession, to generally oversee the work of annotating.
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The second and equally important part of the plan is to secure
competent persons to make the annotations. In other states
some members of law faculties have been employed by the state
association to make these annotations. Realizing the condition
of the treasury of the Indiana State Bar Association, it was
fruitless to think of any remuneration for that work, and with
conditions as they are, and feeling that we want to do our part
in making the restatements available to the members of the pro-
fession in this state, I am here for the purpose of offering the
resources of the Indiana University School of Law for that pur-
pose, or for any part of the work which you may determine.
I have no recommendation beyond the statement of the plan
which has been adopted elsewhere, and the statement that the
work is necessary, and the offer made in good faith on our part
to do as much of this work as you would have us do.
Upon the motion of Mr. Carlyle and amendments by Judge
Martin and Mr. Dix the offer of the faculty of the Indiana Uni-
versity School of Law to furnish the Indiana Annotations for
the restatement of the law by the American Law Institute was
accepted. Also the motion included an acceptance of the co-op-
eration of the faculty of any other school of law in the state
of Indiana and provided for the appointment of the committee
from the Association to advise with the faculty of the Indiana
University Law Sch6ol in the preparation of these annotations.
The report of the committee on American Citizenship was ren-
dered by its chairman, Mr. Isaac Carter:
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON AMERICAN
CITIZENSHIP
To The President and Members of the Indiana State Bar As-
sociation: We, your Committee on American Citizenship, in or-
der to do the work you assigned us, found it could not be done
without a state-wide organization. Such an organization has
been formed. It consists of your Committee, a manager for each
Congressional District, and a Chairman for each county in the
State.
The practical result of our efforts in seeking to have the people
of the State become more familiar with the Constitution of the
United States and its value to them, depends very largely upon
the county chairmen. Where they have been actively interested
in the matter, the work has been largely a success. Where they
have not, it has been largely a failure. We are glad to report,
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however, in the great majority of counties, the work has been
a success and the interest in it is increasing.
Since the work of these Managers and Chairmen is performed
by them as a patriotic service and without financial reward or
much notoriety, no one can be expected to undertake it who is
not willing to do so, and it is proper to say, that if anyone is
asked to do the work who does not want to do it, or who having
undertaken it, finds he cannot continue, it is no breach of pro-
priety for him so to inform those who have charge of the matter.
The experience of two previous years convinced us that the
work you desire done will be largely a failure unless other per-
manent organizations in this State are induced to cooperate with
you. Before this year, none except the public schools did so co-
operate. We are gratified to report that the Superintendent of
Public Instruction and the school officials and teachers through-
out the State have been for a number of years in sympathy with
your purpose, and actively aided in the work.
During the last school year 2,200 students in 166 schools in
76 counties of the State participated in either the oratorical or
essay contests. In these contests, serving in various capacities,
were 332 teachers, 954 persons acting as judges and 4,400 inter-
ested parents.
An essay contest was held in each county, the winner there
then appeared in the Congressional contest, and the six highest
winners there in the State contest, which was held at Bedford,
Indiana, on the 18th day of last April.
The judges of the State Essay Contest were: Hon. John P.
Edmison, Indianapolis Star, Hon. Albert Stump and Professor
Paul L. Hayworth, Butler University, all of Indianapolis. They
awarded standings in this contest with prizes as follows:
First-Margaret Massoth, Kokomo High School, Kokomo,
$400.
Second-Kathryn Messner, Madison Township High School,
Salomonie, $125.
Third-Max Peterson, Montpeller High School, Montpelier,
$100.
Fourth-Libia Marchetti, Bedford High School, Bedford $75.
Fifth-Virgil juillerat, Washington High School, Columbia
City, $50.
Sixth-Virginia Lemon, Madison High School, N. Madison,$25.
The contests for the oratorical prizes began first in the county.
The winner there then appeared in the congressional contest and
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the winner there in a regional contest, and the six highest win-
ners there appeared in the State contest at Bedford, Indiana.
The judges of this contest were: Hon. Charles F. Remy, Judge
of the Appellate Court, Indianapolis; Professor Milo J. Bowman
of Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, and Reverend
Clyde S. Black, Pastor of the Bedford First M. E. Church.
Each of the six oratorical contestants was given six minutes
to deliver his or her prepared oration. Immediately after each
of such orations was delivered, the speaker left the rostrum,
went to a private room and there received a subject concerning
the Constitution of the United States. This the speaker had not
seen before. Each speaker had about thirty minutes to prepare
to speak extemporaneously for four minutes on this subject, and
had no memorandum or book to aid him or her in such prepara-
tion. As soon as the last prepared oration was delivered, the
first speaker was called to the rostrum and delivered the extem-
poraneous address, and thus the performance continued until
an extemporaneous address was delivered by each speaker.
The judges gave rank and prizes as follows:
First-Sidney Hyman, Emerson High School, Gary, $400.
Second-Kathleen Flinn, Wiley High School, Terre Haute,
$125.
Third-George Van Dyke, Union City High School, Union
City, $100.
Fourth-Max Baer, Central Senior High School, South Bend,
$75.
Fifth-Jane Howard, Boonville High School, Boonville, $50.
Sixth-Burhl Conner, Columbus High School, Columbus, $25.
All the performances, both essay and oratorical, were of a
high order, and the value upon the citizenship of this State of
the efforts of these 2,200 students in preparing themselves for
this competition, we think, is beyond computation, and that it
will be a calamity to the State if your efforts in this direction
are not continued.
Thus far we have not been able to accomplish any practical
results except through the schools, and we wish to make known
publicly our appreciation of what the school people have hereto-
fore done, as well as what they did this year in this matter and
especially what has been done by the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Honorable Roy P. Wisehart, his assistants,
Roy R. Roudebush and Harley Talley. Mr. Charles 0. Williams,
business manager of the Indiana Teacher also has rendered valu-
able assistance. Without the aid of the office of the Superintend-
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ent of Public Instruction, we think the schools of the State would
hot have become interested in the study of the Constitution of
the United States as they have been and now are, and it will
be a great misfortune, if the aid of this office in this matter is
not continued.
The Superintendent informs us that the schools of this State
will be asked to observe, next September, Constitution Day, in
such a way as will call the attention of the pupils to the Consti-
tution of the United States, either by having an address made
on that subject, or in some other appropriate manner.
Believing that the work you want done by the people of this
State, other than the pupils in the public schools, in becoming
better acquainted with the Constitution of the United States,
will not be done unless the aid of other permanent organizations
in the State is secured, we have sought to get such aid, and this
has been our chief accomplishment this year.
In presenting to various organizations, the Kiwanis, Rotary
and Lions Clubs, the work you desire us to undertake, we have
assumed the responsibility of saying to them that we think they
ought, so far as possible, get their local people, or people near
them, to address them, but if for any reason they cannot do so,
or if they desire some other person to address them, we believe
your Association will furnish such speakers at no cost to the
club, other than the actual expense incurred by the speaker.
The clerical work necessarily incident to performing the duties
you have laid upon us is so great that no one of us except
Mr. Garrison had time to attend to it. During the past year he
has acted as Executive Secretary to the Committee. His work
as such has been faithfully and efficiently performed. We know
of no one who will do it any better, and suggest that his services
be continued, but if for any reason they are not, that somebody
else be selected to act as such secretary. He does not join in this
part of the report.
We are glad to report that the press throughout the State has
been in sympathy with your efforts in this matter and have
generously given space and support in behalf of the same.
Mr. Frank P. Ball, Muncie, Indiana, generously contributed
$2,000.00 to be used as prizes to the winners of the State orator-
ical and essay contests. We cannot too highly praise him for his
generosity and unselfish patriotism in so doing. It may be that
the young men and women of our schools will engage in these
contests if the prizes are only laurel wreaths, but we feel certain
their interest and appreciation in the matter is stimulated by the
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giving of cash prizes. In addition to these cash prizes, each
county winner gets a bronze medal, each district winner a silver
medal, and the State champions receive a gold medal, which
medals are paid for out of the $2,000.00.
There seems to be some misunderstanding on the part of the
students and school people as to the rules governing the essay
and oratorical contests. These rules have been revised in the
interest of clearness, and they will be published for gratuitous
distribution and will be strictly adhered to. Mr. Garrison will
say something on this subject.
Since the various organizations herein referred to have agreed
to have addresses made at least once a year before the clubs
which compose them, and especially if the State Federation of
Clubs does so, it is reasonable to think that the members of this
association will be called upon to make such addresses. We
think this an opportunity and a call to patriotic duty. We be-
lieve the success of your undertaking in having the people of this
state become better acquainted with the Constitution of the
United States, and what it means to them as citizens, and what it
means to the people of this country as the foundation upon which
our Government is built, rests very largely upon the way in
which the members of this Bar Association respond to that call.
We suggest that each county chairman secure the names of all
persons in his county who are willing to make such an address
and that these names be published in the local papers and a list
of them kept by him and one sent to the Executive Secretary
of this committee and that he and such Secretary assist in fur-
nishing speakers to all clubs or organizations asking for them.
Respectfully submitted,
ISAAC CARTER,
M. E. FOLEY,
ELI F. SEEBIRT,
SAMUEL E. GARRISON.
It was voted, on motion duly seconded, that the report be
adopted.
Mr. Carter on behalf of the committee on Americanization
submitted the following resolution which was adopted by the
Association:
WHEREAS, we believe the perpetuity of our government and the
preservation of the rights and liberties of our citizens depend upon the
preservation of the Constitution of the United States, and
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WHEREAS, we believe that if the citizens of this country know what
that constitution is and what it means to them, they will be its strongest
and best defenders, and
WHEREAS, in our effort to have the people of this state become better
acquainted with that constitution, we would largely have failed had we
not had the support of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, his assist-
ants and the teachers in the public schools, and
WHEREAS, we think we would not be able to reach any considerable
portion of our citizens, other than the pupils in the public schools, did we
not have the promised support of the Kiwanians, the Rotarians, the Lions
and the Indiana Federation of Clubs, therefore be it
RESOLVED, that we hereby tender them our appreciation for their
faithful and valuable cooperation in such work which they have rendered
and have promised to render.
AND WHEREAS, Mr. Frank C. Ball of Muncie, Indiana, has gener-
ously, unselfishly and patriotically given $2,000.00 which was the past
year used as prizes to be given to the winners in the State essay and
oratorical contests, therefore be it
RESOLVED, that we hereby tender him our thanks for his generous gift
so to be used, and highly commend him for his effort to have the pupils
in our secondary schools become better acquainted with the Constitution
of the United States and what it means to them personally, and thereby
to cause them to be better citizens.
Mr. Samuel E. Garrison, executive Secretary of the committee
on Americanization, introduced the winners of the state orator-
ical contest and the state essay contest. The prize winners
delivered respectively their oration and essay after which Mr.
Garrison presented them with the medals which they had won.
Mr. Garrison read to the Association the rules and subjects for
the 1931 contest which had been approved by his committee, all
of which is omitted here but will be published in the pamphlet
prepared by the Americanization committe6.
The committee appointed to revise by-law No. XII-A, through
its chairman, Milo Feightner submitted the following amend-
ment, which was adopted by the Association:
BE IT RESOLVED, That the caption ad the body of By-Law numbered
XII-A of the Indiana State Bar Association be and is hereby amended to
read as follows:
XII-A
COMMITTEE ON APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES
The Committee on Appointment of Judges shall consist of the Board of
Managers.
It shall be its duty to consult and advise with the Governor of the State
respecting the appointment by him of Judges to fill vacancies.
It shall be its duty also to recommend to the President of the United
States and the Senators from the State of Indiana competent lawyers from
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the State for appointment as Judges to fill vacancies in the United States
District Court of Indiana, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals and the
United States Supreme Court.
Judge John C. Chaney, reporting for the committee on necrol-
ogy, read the following names of members of the Association
who had died during the year:
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NECROLOGY
John R. Day
William S. Diven
Merrill Moores
Frank T. Strayer
Phillip Wilkinson
John Wilhelm
(Mrs.) Gertrude Olds
Howard R. Wiley
Samuel Coombs
Robert W. Miers
Myron C. Jenkins
J. F. Goddard
Truman Goldsberry
Lowell S. Stump
William P. Breen
Bayles Harvey
Perry Elsworth Bear
S. N. Stevens
John W. Thiel
Woodfin D. Robinson
George C. Taber
J. M. Wall.
William W. McMahon
Frederick W. Morrice
Samuel Artman
Robert H. Williams
John E. Winn
W. Bert Conley
Reuben R. Carr
William Livingston Cavins
Howard Maxwell
Benjamin R. Corwin
John R. Beill
In adopting the report of the Committee on Necrology the
members of the Association arose and stood with bowed heads
for a brief period in memory of those departed members of the
Association.
Mr. Alfred Evens, of Bloomington, read the report of the
auditing committee which report was unanimously adopted:
REPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE
Your committee has examined the report of the Treasurer and
finds that it appears to be in regular form and to be correct.
Your committee, however, does not have the temerity to claim
that it has made an audit. No books of account or vouchers
or papers other than the report itself have been submitted to or
examined by your committee. The report alone has been
examined.
Your committee desires to call to the attention of the Asso-
ciation the fact that while the report shows an apparent sub-
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stantial balance of assets over liabilities an analysis of the credit
items listed as assets show the fact that the Association is carry-
ing on its books as an asset an item of $11,185.00 delinquent
dues of members, some of which has been delinquent for seven
years. This item is, of course, one of questionable value. In our
opinion it is good business to drop from the rolls of the Associa-
tion hopelessly delinquent members; and charge off hopeless
accounts, thereby making the books of the Association reflect
its actual financial status.
The Treasurer's report also shows that many of the members
of the Association are delinquent in the payment of dues to the
extent that the present amount being collected by the Associa-
tion is not sufficient to meet the expenses of the Association.
Good business dictates that either the income of the Association
be increased or that its expenses be curtailed.
Respectfully submitted,
ALFRED EVENS,
ROBERT A. CREIGMILE,
WALTER R. ARNOLD.
Mr. Fox presented a resolution of gratitude which resolution
was unanimously adopted as follows:
RESOLVED: That the Indiana State Bar Association express to the
members of the Monroe County Bar and the Chamber of Commerce of
Bloomington, to the members of the Law School of Indiana University,
and the officers of Indiana University, to those who have cooperated with
them, their appreciation of their many courtesies at this convention, and
that we express to them our deep enjoyment of this gathering in their
community.
The Committee on Nomination made the following report
through its chairman, Mr. George 0. Dix:
REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE.
President-William W. Miller, Gary.
Vice-President-Frank N. Richman, Columbus.
Board of Managers:
1st District-Frank H. Hatfield, Evansville.
2d District-William H. Hill, Vincennes.
3d District-Wilmer T. Fox, Jeffersonville.
4th District-Harry Meloy, North Vernon.
5th District-John M. Fitzgerald, Terre Haute.
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6th District-William A. Yarling, Shelbyville.
7th District-James M. Ogden, Indianapolis.
8th District-Alonzo L. Nichols, Winchester.
9th District-Willet H. Parr, Lebanon.
10th District-Joseph Brown, Crown Point.
11th District-Milo N. Feightner, Huntington.
12th District-W. P. Endicott, Auburn.
13th District-Eli F. Seebirt, South Bend.
It was voted on motion duly seconded that the nominations be
closed and the Secretary cast the ballot for those who had been
nominated.
The Association adjourned at 4:50 P. M.

